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Abstract
T
HE aim of this thesis is to study the Lattice Boltzmann method for fluid dy-
namics by using moment based boundary condition to implement no-slip
and partial slip boundary conditions in two and three dimensions. The main top-
ics are the theory of the Lattice Boltzmann method, an examination of boundary
conditions and the application of the Lattice Boltzmann method to a variety of
fluid flows. We developed and successfully implemented combinations of no-slip,
Navier-slip, pressure boundaries and inlet conditions in two and three dimensions
using moment-based boundary conditions including careful treatments of condi-
tions along edges and at corners. A useful advantage of the use of moment-
based boundary conditions is that it allows for Navier-slip conditions to be imple-
mented exactly i.e. without the use of arbitrary coefficients required in some other
methods.
The first application of the method is pulsatile fluid flow with no-slip and Navier-
slip boundary conditions in two and three dimensions. The results are in good
agreement with exact solutions and some interesting results related to non-conver
gence of acoustic scaling for the two dimensions are found. The next application
is three-dimensional laminar flow in a square duct driven by a body force. The
results agree well with the analytical solution. Next, a study is presented of the
rarefaction and compressibility effect on laminar flow between two parallel plates
and in a three-dimensional micro-duct which are driven by differential pressures
at the inlet and outlet. The results are again compatible with those found in the
literature. Finally, we investigate the developing three-dimensional laminar flow in
the entrance region of a rectangular channel. Results demonstrate some interest-
ing Reynolds number dependence and are found to be in line with the literature
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1.1 Overview and History
1.1.1 General Overview
In order to find the numerical solution to the governing equations of motion in
fluid dynamics, the use of the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has become
an increasingly common method [12]. In using CFD, the continuum domain is
deconstructed into a set of sub-domains as part of a computational mesh. Fur-
thermore, CFD techniques are used to numerically solve mathematical models
of these equations of motion. For example, as the Navier-Stokes equations are
not generally solvable analytically due to their non-linear terms, they are instead
solved using numerical methods [63]. Consequently, the macroscopic quantities
such as density, velocity and pressure which need to be identified in order to solve
Navier-Stokes equations must be found using numerical methods [64]. In recent
years, while conventional methods such as the Finite Difference method (FDM)
and the Finite Volume method (FVM) have still been used extensively, the Lat-
tice Boltzmann method (LBM) has become increasingly common. This method
has successfully achieved the simulation of a wide variety of fluid flows. Within
the LBM, macroscopic quantities are acquired by computing the hydrodynamic
moments of the distribution function [26]. Within this method, the simplest model
or approach is the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook model (BGK) created by Bhatnagar,
Gross and Krook [7], which consists of the Lattice Boltzmann eqaution (LBE) with
a linearised collision operator. In LBM, it is commonly known that the equations
for continuity and momentum in the case of low Mach numbers are obtained when
using the Chapman-Enskog approach [27].
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1.1.2 Overview of LBM
Originally, the LBM was derived from the Lattice Gas Automata (LGA) method.
The original model behind this LGA method is the HPP model, which was in-
vented by Hardy-Pomeaude and Pazzi in 1973 [24], [74]. Under the Lattice Gas
Automata method, the lattice is regular, and is used to model the attributes of the
gas. The gas is expressed by the Boolean particles in which velocity is 0 or 1. The
two processes of collision and propagation (or streaming) for the dynamics of gas
particles are also represented. Moreover, the space, time and particle velocity
are discretised in the Lattice Gas Automata method. However, the LGA method
has many shortcomings such as the presence of noise which is caused by the
nature of the Boolean method and non-Galilean invariance. The FHP model, on
the other hand, invented by Frish, Hasslacher, and Pomeau in 1986, comprises
a hexagonal lattice and is able to recover the correct Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations [24], [74]. In addition to this improvement, Zanetti and McNamara [44]
in 1988 were able to mitigate the effect of statistical noise by replacing the Boolean
number of the LGA with ensemble average of the Boolean number, known as dis-
tribution functions, and it is this replacement that led to the creation of the LBM.
Further, Higuera and Jimenez [31] simplified the LBE with a linearised collision
operator based on the supposition that the distribution functions are near to lo-
cal equilibrium state. The BGK model is a simple linearised collision operator,
containing a local equilibrium function [7]. This model is also able to recover the
Navier-Stokes equations by using the equilibrium function, even in the lattice BGK
(LBGK) model.
1.1.3 Properties of the LBM
The LBM overcame the shortfalls of the LGA by using the simple model of a lin-
earised collision operator, which is based on the LBGK collision model [7]. While
the approach of using the Lattice Boltzmann method does not model the be-
haviour of individual molecules, it does describe how a fluid behaves at a macro-
scopic level. Due to this approach, the behaviour of many microscopic molecules
remains unidentified by this macroscopic dynamic. However, the approach of
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using LBM is able to efficiently present a numerical calculation of how a fluid
behaves at this macroscopic level.
Over the course of the last decades, this appeal of using the LBM to nu-
merically solve the Navier-Stokes equations has become a popular topic among
researchers in the area of fluid dynamics [74]. However, while some have used
the LBM as an alternative method to the numerical approach of the Navier-Stokes
equations, many differences exist between the Lattice Boltzmann method and the
Navier-Stokes approach. For example:
• The discrete velocity model of the LBM consists of a set of partial differential
equations (PDEs) of the first order of kinetic equations [8] [75], while the
Navier-Stokes equations consist PDEs of the second order.
• The LBM involves the use of linear advection terms, while the Navier-Stokes
equations contain non-linear convection terms that require discretisation
[75]. Moreover, the Navier-Stokes equations enable the identification of in-
tegral or differential formulations [75].
• The pressure represented in the LBM is produced according to an ideal
equation of state, whereas the presence of pressure under other methods
that derive solutions using the Navier-Stokes equation is often calculated
from a Poisson solver [75] [62].
In addition to these above points, the LBM is derived either from LGCA (Lat-
tice Gas Cellular Automata) [24], [74] or a direct discretisation for the Boltzmann
equation (BE) [8], [7], and has many advantages, such as:
• The Lattice Boltzmann method can be an explicit formula, a finite approxi-
mation of the Navier-Stokes equations or Lagrangian forms. In the latter, the
equilibrium distribution function consists of macroscopic Lagrangian vari-
ables at time steps t and t +δt . This method was proposed by Yan in 1998
[19]. The Lagrangian lattice Boltzmann method is suggested for solving
Euler equations.
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• The LBM lattice is usually fixed and regular, its programming is simple and
the influence of microscopic interaction can easily be accounted for.
• As with other methods there are many different boundary conditions that
can be treated within LBM. Some of these boundary conditions have exact
form to determine the slip velocity [48] such as moment-based boundary
conditions [58], [23]. Whilst, many treatments of these boundaries using
combination of boundaries such as the combination of bounce back and
specular boundary conditions which used some parameters to determine
the slip velocity [68], [65], [40]. These boundary conditions are explained in
details in chapter 4.
• The LBM with moment-based boundary conditions is a good choice to im-
plement Navier-slip boundary conditions in slip regime. The reason for this
is the special advantages of moment-based boundary conditions such as
locality, exact and a direct equivalence between the lattice Boltzmann im-
plementation and hydrodynamics conditions. These advantages allow for
Navier-Slip conditions to be executed precisely or exactly at grid points
without the need for phenomenological coefficients or additional numeri-
cal approximations [58]. The locality of moment-based boundary conditions
means the the distribution functions used come from the boundary nodes
and the exact advantage means the hydrodynamics conditions are allocated
on the boundaries.
• The Lattice Boltzmann method is effective for dealing with complex bound-
aries, which is important when modelling fluids that are flowing through a
porous medium [64], and this is due to the kinetic-style of the Lattice Boltz-
mann [11].
• The LBM is also ideal for application to flows with multiple phases and com-
ponents [54].
• The LBM is easy to parallelise on modern computer architectures compared
with traditional finite volume or finite element analysis CFD techniques. This
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is due to the locality of the LBM algorithm which is discretised in space and
time [52], [69].
An alternative approach to derive the Lattice Boltzmann equation is by the trun-
cation of the velocity space of the Boltzmann equation with a simplified collision
operator (BGK model) [60], [26],[27] and [28]. This approach will be explained
further in chapter 3.
1.2 The Boltzmann Equation, BGK Equation and Hydrodynamic Equa-
tions
A fluid is composed of a huge set of molecules (approximation to the order of the
Avogrado number, Av ∼ 1023) which collide with each other and move in a random
way; an interaction that is much weaker than that in a solid. The mathematical
models for fluid dynamics will depend on the length and time scales at which the
fluid is observed. In general, though, there are three mathematical models that
can describe the motion of a fluid, namely: the microscopic model, which traces
the motions of individual particles; the mesoscopic model; and the continuum
macroscopic model. Each is addressed in more detail below.
1.2.1 Microscopic Description: Molecular Dynamics
The molecular dynamics of fluid are usually described by Newton’s second law,
which is expressed as mr̈ = fi, where m represents the molecule mass, r̈ is the
acceleration, and the dots represent the time derivatives [20]. The fi is the total
force - which is defined as fi = ∑
N
j=1, j 6=i fi j +gi - where fi j represents the force
which is exerted by molecule j, N represents the number of molecules in the
system and gi is an external force such as gravity. By solving Newton’s second
law we obtain the molecule position and velocity at every time interval, then we
can calculate the macroscopic qualities of the fluid such as density, velocity and
temperature by taking the average of microscopic quantities.
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1.2.2 Mesoscopic Description: Kinetic Theory-Continuous Boltzmann-BGK
Equation
The Boltzmann kinetic theory describes the evolution of a mass probability distri-
bution f (x,c, t) where x is the position and c is the velocity of particle at time t.
This mass probability distribution f (x,c, t) was derived by Ludwig Boltzmann in
1872 [8]. The integral of f (x,c, t) over x and c that gives the mass f (x,c, t)d3xd3c.
We can define the density, ρ, the momentum, ρu, and the internal energy, ρε,
from this distribution function, respectively, as:
ρ (x, t) =
∫
f (x,c, t)dc,
ρ (x, t)u(x, t) =
∫
c f (x,c, t)dc,




c ·c f (x,c, t)dc. (1.2.1)
The integration is performed in molecular or particle velocity c. We can define





where D is the dimension of space, θ = kB
m
T or θ = RT = kB
m
T , where R = kB
m
and
R is the universal gas constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, m is the mass of
a gas molecule and T is the temperature. The Boltzmann equation [10], which is
defined as
∂t f (x,c, t)+c ·▽x f (x,c, t) = Ω, (1.2.3)
is a kind of non-linear differential equation where Ω is a collision operator and this
collision operator represents what happens when particles collide with each other.
The collision operator is approximated in a number of simplified models such as
the BGK model [7]. This model has been shown to be accurate for modelling
the effect of collision between particles [7]. It represents the collision process as
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relaxation to a local equilibrium state. This model is written as




f − f 0
)
, (1.2.4)
where τ is the the relaxation time. This model explains the effect of the inter-
molecular collision and it satisfies the conservation of mass, momentum and en-
ergy.
The equilibrium state f 0 is given by using the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution













1.2.3 Macroscopic Description: Hydrodynamic Equations
The distribution of fluid works as a continuum through the domain regardless of
the molecular properties and interactions which are represented by the viscosity
and thermal conductivity [20]. The fluid has its own properties such as density,
velocity and temperature. To determine the validity of the continuum model we




where Lm f p is the mean free path that is the average distance travelled between
collisions and L is a representative length scale for flow domain or object inside
the flow.
The partial differential equations (PDEs) describing the motion of fluid and con-
servation law are the Navier-Stokes equations, expressed as
∂ρ
∂ t




+ρ (u ·▽)u =−▽ p+▽·τ . (1.2.7)
These are known as the continuity equation and the momentum equation, re-
spectively. Here, p represents the pressure and τ represents the deviatoric stress
tensor, the latter of which is defined as τ = 2µS+µ
′
(▽·u) I , where µ and µ ′ are
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is the strain-rate tensor. Neglecting the viscosities leads to the Euler equations.
The fluid is incompressible if the density does not change with the motion, i.e.




+u ·▽ρ = 0.
The compressibility of a flow is measured by the Mach number, which is defined
as Ma = U
cs
≪ 1, where U is taken as a characteristic velocity and cs is the sound
speed. The fluid is considered incompressible when the Mach number is Ma ≪ 1.
When we combine the BGK equation with the small Knudsen number we obtain
the Navier-Stokes equations [9]. There are many other approaches to combine
them such as Chapman-Enskog expansions [10] to link the Boltzmann equation
with macroscopic hydrodynamics. The aim of this approach is to find solutions
Eq (2.1.28) which very slowly over the timescales much longer than the collisions
time.
The Chapman-Enskog expansion is based on expanding the distribution func-
tion and separating timescales as
f = f 0 + τ f 1 + τ2 f 2 + ...,
∂t = ∂t0 + τ∂t1 ..., (1.2.8)
where f 0 is the equilibrium distribution function, τ is the small parameter, t1 refers
to the linear (sound wave) regime, and t2 refers to the changes in long term vis-
cous dynamic [56].
1.2.4 The objective of the study
The objective of this thesis is to use the second order approximation of the Lattice
Boltzmann equation with moment based boundary conditions to simulate two-
dimensional fluid dynamic flows and extend moment-based boundary conditions
to simulate three-dimensional fluid dynamic flows. Furthermore, it aims to ex-
amine the efficiency and accuracy of moment-based boundary conditions when
using different types of geometry, as well as in the implementation of boundary
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conditions such as periodic, pressure, inflow, no-slip and Navier-slip. Another aim
of this thesis is to use moment-based boundary conditions’ advantage of being
able to determine the exact value of slip velocity when implementing Navier-slip
boundary conditions. This is in contrast with some other boundary conditions,
such as the combination of bounce back and specular or diffusive boundary con-
ditions, which estimate the value of slip velocity using parameters.
The fluid flows are simulated using a single relaxation time (LBGK) model.
The first simulation is pulsatile flow between two parallel plates in two and three
dimensions, under periodic boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet and no-slip
boundary conditions and Navier-slip boundary conditions at the wall. The results
match very closely with the results in the literature [25], [14], [5], [36] and [4].
The second application is a three-dimensional square duct flow under periodic
boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet, and no-slip boundary conditions and
Navier-slip boundary conditions at the wall. The results compare positively with
the analytical solutions [1]. The third simulation is of two and three dimensional
flows in a micro-channel under pressure boundary conditions at the inlet and
outlet, and no-slip and Navier-slip boundary conditions at the wall. These results
also concur with those in the literature [3], [40], [38] and [33]. The final simulation
was created to study the hydrodynamic entrance region of channels. The results
for the square and rectangular ducts are comparable with the results presented by
Niya et. al [41] and the results for the narrow duct concur with analytical solutions
[15], [16].
1.2.5 Outline of the thesis
In chapter 2, the derivation of the Lattice Boltzmann equation from kinetic the-
ory is given, using a projection to discretise the velocity distribution function on
Hermite polynomials, and time and space using the Trapezoidal Rule. In chap-
ter 3, lattices in two and three dimensions are defined and the Chapman-Enskog
approach is clarified to obtain Navier-Stokes equations from the Boltzmann equa-
tion.
Various boundary conditions, such as standard bounce back, modified bounce
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back, halfway bounce back and periodic, are defined in chapter 4 and used to sim-
ulate Poiseuille flow. The moment-based boundary technique is also illustrated,
and then applied to Poiseuille flow in two and three dimensions. Chapters 5 and
6 show pulsatile flow simulated using moment-based boundary conditions which
implement no-slip and Navier-slip boundary conditions. The results are compared
with the analytical solutions.
A new model for moment-based boundary conditions with Navier-slip bound-
ary conditions in three dimensions is presented in Chapter 7. This applies a
three dimensional laminar flow in a square duct which is driven by body force.
The results are compared with the analytical solution. Chapter 8 then includes
two further applications for the moment-based boundary condition with Navier-
slip boundary conditions in two and three dimensions using pressure boundary
condition at the inlet and outlet. The first focuses on the effects of rarefaction and
compressibility on laminar flow between two parallel plates, and the second on
a three-dimensional micro-duct. The final chapter 9 contains another model for
moment-based boundary conditions with Navier-slip boundary conditions in three
dimensions. This is proposed in order to study a fully developed laminar flow in




2.1 Discretisation of the BGK Equation
2.1.1 Discrete Velocity BGK Equation - Projection BGK Equation on Her-
mite Basis
Grad, in 1949 [18], proposed an approach to approximate the BE. This approach
expanded a single particle distribution function on the basis of Hermite orthogo-
nal polynomials. Grad chose the Hermite polynomials because their expansion
coefficients are the velocity moments of the distribution function [18]. The veloc-
ity moments of the distribution function are not directly changed by truncating the
higher order terms in the Hermite expansion [18]. Grad’s 13-moment system in-
cludes five thermodynamic variables: mass density, fluid velocity, internal energy
and their fluxes. The higher order moments, which are obtained by Chapman-
Enskog expansions [60], are difficult to solve. In this section, we will focus on
the idea of the projection of the distribution function on Hermite polynomials to
discretise the BGK equation and force terms [60], [53], [45].
The definition of the projection for the velocity distribution function on Hermite
polynomials is








α (x, t) , (2.1.1)









with c2 = c ·c. The Hnα is the Hermite polynomials of degree n, defined as Hnα =
(−1)n
ω (c)
dncα ω (c), the α is defined as α =(α1,α2, ...,αn) and αi = 1,2, ...,D, i= 1,2, ...,n,
where D is the dimension. The nth-rank symmetric tensor of the nth degree poly-
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▽ncα ω (c) . (2.1.2)
The Hermite polynomials form an orthogonal set. They have an orthogonal ba-










is one if α = (α1,α2, ...,αn) is a permutation of β = (β1,β2, ...,βn) and
vanishes otherwise. The first five Hermite polynomials are
H0 (c) = 1,
H1α (c) = cα ,
H2αβ (c) = cαcβ −δαβ ,
H3αβγ (c) = cαcβ cγ −
(
δαβ cγ +δαγcβ +δβγcα
)
,
H4αβγδ (c) = cαcβ cγcδ −
(




δαβ δγδ +δαγδβδ +δαδ δβγ
)
, (2.1.4)
where the anα are expansion coefficients
anα =
∫
f (x,c, t)Hnα (c)dc. (2.1.5)
We notice from formula (2.1.5) that the expansion coefficients represent linear
combinations of velocity moments of the distribution function.
After substituting the first five Hermite polynomials in (2.1.5), the first five coeffi-
12
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cients are
a0α = ρ ,
a1α = ρuα ,











αβ +(1−D)ρuαuβ uγ ,
a4αβγδ = Rαβγδ +
(









cαcβ cγ f (x,c, t)dc, Rαβγδ =
∫
cαcβ cγcδ f (x,c, t)dc and Pαδ = ρc
2
s .
The truncation of the projection of the velocity distribution function on the Her-
mite polynomials up to the Nth order is








α (x, t) . (2.1.7)
The velocity moments of f N are the same as the velocity moments which are
derived from f (x,c, t).
This leads to the creation of a dynamic system of a finite set of macroscopic
equations which match the macroscopic equations in Grad’s 13-moment system.
Also, the truncation of Eq (2.1.7) is complete, unique and determined by its values
at a set of discrete abscissae. This is valid because the integration of the right
hand of the Hermite coefficient, Eq (2.1.5), can be written as
anα =
∫
f (x,c, t)Hnα (c)dc =
∫
f N (x,c, t)Hnα (c)dc =
∫
ω (c)r (x,c, t) , (2.1.8)
where r (x,c, t) is a polynomial of degree ≤ 2N.
The Gauss-Hermite quadrature is defined as ''for a given a function f (c) seek
to obtain the best estimate of the integral
∫ b
a ω (c) f (c)dc by choosing the optimal
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set of abscissae ci, i = 1, ...,n such that
∫ b
a




ωi f (ci) , (2.1.9)
where ωi, i = 1,2, ...,n is a set of constant weights '' [60] (p.434).














f N (x,ci, t)H
n
α (ci) , (2.1.10)
where r (x,ci, t) =
1
ω (ci)
f N (x,ci, t)H
n
α (ci).
The set of discrete functions
{
f N ( x,ci, t) : i = 1, ..,d
}
fully determines f N (x,c, t)
and its first moments. We rescale the spatial variable and temporal variable by




called the lattice velocity and which depends on the sound speed cs. This has a
slight effect on Hermite polynomial and Hermite coefficient
H0i (c) = 1,
H1iα (c) = ciα ,
H2iαβ (c) = ciαciβ − c2s δαβ ,
H3iαβγ (c) = ciαciβ ciγ − c2s
(
δαβ cγ +δαγciβ +δβγciα
)
,
H4iαβγδ (c) = ciαciβ ciγciδ − c2s
(
δαβ ciγciδ +δαγciβ ciδ +δβγciαciδ


















δα1β1 ...δαmβn + perm
)
, (2.1.12)
where perm means all the αi permutations in the first index and βi permutations
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in the second index of δ
αiβi





















































We can find the f N (ci) by projecting the BGK on the Hermite basis and evaluating
them at ci. [13]. The left hand side of projection is
∫








▽x · (cHnα ) f dc+
∫
(▽c · (g(x, t) f ))Hnα dc. (2.1.14)









Hn+1+▽c (Hn) with Eq (2.1.5), we can then use the expression ▽c (Hn) = ñHn−1I
with Eq (2.1.5) so that the projection on the left side will be
∫

































f 0Hnα dc. (2.1.17)
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and the projection of f 0 on the Hermite basis which is truncated to Nth order is








0α (x, t) . (2.1.19)
It is clear we obtain the Eq (2.1.19) when we use Eq (2.1.17) and follow the
same steps from Eq (2.1.8) to Eq (2.1.10). Now we can apply the Gauss-Hermite





















f (x,ci, t)cici. (2.1.20)




f (x,ci, t) , i = 0,1, ...,d −1, (2.1.21)
















From the definition of the projection for fi Eq (2.1.7) the last equation (2.1.21) will
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α (x, t) (2.1.23)
where anα = ∑i H
n
iα fi. Also, the truncation of f
0 of Nth order is








0α (x, t) , (2.1.24)
where an




i and the expansion of the Hermite coefficient a
n
0α will be
a00 = ρ ,
a10α = ρuiα ,
a2
0αβ = ρuαuβ + c
2
s ρ (θ −1)δαβ
a3
0αβγ = ρuαuβ uγ + c
2
s ρ (θ −1)
(
uγδβα +uβ δαγ +uαδβγ
)
,
a4iαβγδ = ρuαuβ uγuδ + c
4
s ρ (θ −1)2
(
δδγδβα +δββ δαγ +δδαδβγ
)
+
c2s ρ (θ −1)
(























(ci ·u)2 − c2s u2 + c2s (θ −1)
(
ci







(ci ·u)2 −3c2s u2 +3c2s (θ −1)
(
ci







(ci ·u)4 −6c2s u2(ci ·u)2
]
+3c4s u



















With isothermal restrictions θ = 1, so all following terms will disappear. By using
this property and neglecting the terms of third and fourth order, f 0 will be
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By multiplying Eq (1.2.4) by
ωi
ω (ci)
and evaluating it at ci, the BGK equation will
be




fi − f 0i
)
, (2.1.28)
where {ci} is a finite set of discrete particle velocities or lattice velocities corre-
sponding to the finite set of distribution functions { fi}. This equation is called
the Lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) or the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation
with BGK collision operator.
The body force is represented in the BE, Eq (1.2.4), as g · ▽c f (x,c, t) with
respect to distribution function f . g is called the force acceleration [60]. So




f − f 0
)
. (2.1.29)
We cannot set the body force in the lattice Boltzmann equation LBE directly,
due to the discretization of the particle velocity. There are various ways to set the
body force in LBE, for example the approach of Shan, Yuan and Chen [60], which
is based on the projection of the Hermite expansion. It is difficult to project the
force term directly on the Hermite basis, because there is a gradient with respect
to velocity in the forcing term. So, the projection is done by using Eqs (2.1.1) and
(2.1.2).







































By defining the force term as F (c) = −g ·▽c f (x,c, t), the projection of the force
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term can be written as


























α (ci) . (2.1.32)
For simplicity we define the force term as Fi =
ωi
ω (ci)











We can expand the force term with equilibrium distribution functions, then trun-





































(ci ·u)(ci ·g)2 + c2s ci2 (θ −1)− c2s ((ci ·g)(2(g ·u))
+
(
u2 + c2s (θ −1)D
))
+2c2s (θ −1)(ci ·g)
))
. (2.1.34)
In the isothermal system θ = 1, so the third force term vanishes. Then, the third












So, we can write the Lattice Boltzmann equation with force term as




fi − f 0i
)
+Fi. (2.1.36)
In the Lattice Boltzmann equation the macroscopic thermodynamic variables and
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their fluxes are calculated by moment summation, Eq (2.1.22). The truncation of
second order is important for moments (density, velocity, temperature, pressure)
and their fluxes, while the truncation of the third order is important for heat fluxes,
i.e the third moment.
There are various approaches to discretise the BGK model, such as that of
Shan and He, who discretise the BGK equation for velocity using an approach
which is related to Grad’s system of 13 moments [28]. Other approaches have
been used to approximate the Boltzmann equation, though, such as that of Lou
and He in 1997 [26].
2.1.2 Time and space discretisation: the trapezoidal rule
After discretisation of the Boltzmann equation with respect to velocity we get
∂t fi +ci ·▽ fi =−
1
τ
( fi − f 0i )+Fi,




( fi − f 0i )+Fi. (2.1.37)
The second order approximation has been approximated by using the integration
along the characteristic δt for the left hand side of Eq (2.1.37) and by using the
trapezoidal rule for the right hand side in Eq (2.1.37)






















|t +O(δ 3t ),
(2.1.38)
which is an implicit equation for fi. To write this equation as an explicit formula
[28] we define
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By substituting Eq (2.1.39) into Eq (2.1.38) then doing some algebra operations
the Eq (2.1.38) is written as









|t +O(δ 3t ). (2.1.40)
From Eq (2.1.39) fi is written as
fi (x, t) =
2τ
2τ +δt
f i (x, t)+
δt
2τ +δt




By substituting Eq (2.1.41) into Eq (2.1.40), the latter is written as























, τ = τδt − 0.5δt and the f 0i depends on u in respect of the
distribution function f i. This equation is called the second order approximation of
LBE.
The right hand term of LBE is found using the collision step which represents
the exchange of momentum with neighbouring particles where the exchange must
be faster than the velocity of the fluid. The left hand term is the streaming step
that means the particles move to the neighbouring nodes from time step t to the
next time step t + δ t. In other words, the collision step means f i is updated at
current location x and the streaming step means the updated f i propagates to
local neighbours.
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Before Streaming After Streaming
Figure 2.1: The streaming step in two dimensions.
We can derive the macroscopic quantities with body force term in this case as
ρ = ∑
i














ρ u = ∑
i









































The formula for Q is
Q = ∑
i








where ∑i Fi = 0, ∑i ciFi = F, ∑i ciciFi = Fu+uF and F = ρg is body force.
The conserved macroscopic quantities are ρ =∑i fi =∑i f
0




2.2. LATTICE BOLTZMANN UNITS
Π = ∑i=1 cici fi, Π
0 = ∑i=1 cici f
0
i and Q
0 = ∑i=1 cicici f
0
i .
2.2 Lattice Boltzmann units
The scaling for Lattice Boltzmann is implemented in two steps [37]. The first
of these involves converting the physical system to the dimensionless system,
which does not depend on physical scales or simulation parameters. The second
involves converting the dimensionless system to Lattice Boltzmann or a discrete
simulation. The subscripts p, d and lb indicate the physical, dimensionless sys-
tem and Lattice Boltzmann units, respectively. The conversion from the physical
system to the dimensionless system is made by choosing two characteristics,
namely length scale l0 and time scale t0. The length scale l0 describes the length
or size of something in the system, such as the obstacle size. The time scale t0




The space discrete δx and time discrete δt are chosen to make the conversion
from the dimensionless system to Lattice Boltzmann.






▽p pp +νp ▽2p ·up, (2.2.1)
and the flow is considered incompressible when ▽·up = 0. The physical time and













ud , ∂tp =
1
t0,p
∂td , ▽p =
1
l0,p





By substituting Eq (2.2.2) and Eq (2.2.3) into momentum equation Eq (2.2.1), the
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dimensionless momentum equation is
∂ud
∂ td
+(ud ·▽d)ud =−▽d pd +
1
Re
▽2d ·ud , (2.2.4)
and ▽ ·ud = 0 where Re =
l20
t0ν
is the dimensionless Reynolds number and the
Kinematic viscosity in the dimensionless system is νd =
1
Re
. Now the first step
of conversion is complete and the second step is implemented as follows. The
space discrete is defined as δx =
1
nx
, where nx is the number of cells which is




niter is the number of iteration steps within the reference time. The dimensionless



















2.2.1 The convergence and accuracy of the Lattice Boltzmann method
The convergence and accuracy of the Lattice Boltzmann method is examined
by two types of scaling, namely acoustic and diffusive [70]. In acoustic scaling
δt ∼ δx, where c =
δx
δt
is the lattice speed velocity. The Reynolds number and the




≪ 1 is fixed in acoustic scaling, and the Reynolds number is proportional
to the Mach number and Knudsen number i.e. (Re =
Ma
Kn
). The definition of the
Reynolds number Re =
UL
ν
allows us to specify the Kinematic viscosity ν and
gives the relaxation time τ = 3ν where L is the characteristic length of flow. In
diffusive scaling, δt ∼ δ 2x and the relaxation time τ is fixed, which leads to ν also
being fixed. In order to fix the Reynolds number Re =
UL
ν
in this kind of scaling
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we have to vary the characteristic velocity U when we double the space discrete.
Thus, the Mach number in this scaling is reduced by a resolution for the grid
size and tends to zero, and the errors in the Mach number are reduced. Thus,






A lattice is defined mathematically as a collection of nodes distributed regularly
on a grid, where velocity connects the nodes together. In the LBE, the lattice
is defined as DdQq, where d is the number of dimensions and q is the number of
links. DdQq contains a zero velocity which means a rest situation for particles [72].
Some lattices such as D1Q2 do not have a zero in rest position. In the following
section, we will explain how we can apply the Chapman-Enskog approach to LBE
to obtain the Navier-Stokes equations in two-dimensional lattices such as D2Q9
and three-dimensional ones such as D3Q19.
3.1.1 D2Q9 lattice
The D2Q9 lattice is a square symmetrical lattice that contains nodes, each of


























































2c i = 5,6,7,8,
where c = δxδt , δx is the unit space step and δt is the unit time step.
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Figure 3.1: D2Q9 Lattice [25].
The D2Q9 has nine weight values, grouped as: ωa, which corresponds to sta-
tionary velocity; ωb, to horizontal and vertical velocities i = 1,2,3,4; and ωc to
diagonal velocities i = 5,6,7,8.
From the orthogonal basis of Hermite polynomials, see section (2.1) of chapter






































We can use the Wolf-method [74] to find weight functions. In Wolf-method, the
isotropic tensor is defined as
Tα1α2...αn = ∑
i=1
ωiciα1ciα2 ...ciαn . (3.1.3)
The isotropic tensor depends on the symmetry and the orthogonality between the







ωi = 1. (3.1.4)












ωiciαciβ ciγciδ ciθ = 0. (3.1.5)





















(δαβ δγδ +δαγδβδ +δαδ δγβ )
1. if

































These equations lead to
























The D2Q9 lattice satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations, which will be proven in the
next section.
3.1.2 D3Q19 lattice
The D3Q19 lattice is a cubic symmetrical lattice which contains nodes, each of
which has 19 lattice velocities ci and 19 distribution functions { fi} corresponding
to it. The D3Q19 consists of one distribution function at the stationary centre, 6 at






































i = 7,8, ...,18.
where ωa corresponds to stationary velocity, ωb for i = 1,2,3,4,5,6 to horizontal
and vertical velocities and ωc for i = 7,8, ...,18 to diagonal velocities. We can find
these weight functions from the orthogonality basis of Hermite polynomials, see
section (2.1) of chapter (2), by using the Wolf-method [74], to define the isotropic
tensor in three dimensions. Thus, the weights function can be found by solving
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the following system










































Figure 3.2: D3Q19 lattice.
The D3Q19 lattice also satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations, as we will prove
in the next section.
3.2 The Chapman-Enskog to derive the Navier-Stokes equations
The Chapman-Enskog procedure is dependent on expanding the non-conserved
moments and the time derivative as a combination or series in the collision term
τ, because the solution of the discrete Boltzmann equation, Eq (2.1.28), changes
slowly over time scales much longer than the collision time τ. The procedure is
done by taking the summation over i with different powers of lattice velocity for Eq
(2.1.28), then substituting the moment velocity in these equations which contain
30
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the combinations or series, then expanding the ∂t ,Π and Q and substituting these
expansions into these equations which contain the combinations or series, and
finally gathering all terms of the same powers of τ. The approximation of the zero
order yields the flow at equilibrium state, whereas the first order approximation
leads to the Navier-Stokes equations. We can explain this approach to find the
Navier-Stokes equations mathematically, applying the Chapman-Enskog expan-
sion approach to the BGK-Boltzmann equation (3.2.1) in D2Q9 and D3Q19, using
the following steps: The discrete version of the BGK-Boltzmann equation is
∂t fi +ci ·▽ fi =−
1
τ
( fi − f 0i ). (3.2.1)





















f 0i , ρu = ∑
i





∂tρ +∇ ·ρu = 0. (3.2.2)
Then we take Eq (3.2.1) and multiply it by ci, and sum over i, then
∂t ∑
i





















∂t(ρu)+∇ ·Π = 0. (3.2.3)
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Then we take Eq (3.2.1) and multiply it by cici, then
∑
i
















Then we take Eq (3.2.1) and multiply it by cicici, then
∑
i
















We will now expand ∂t ,Π, Q and R using the Chapman-Enskog as follows:
Π =Π0 + τΠ1 +O(τ2), Q = Q0 + τQ1 +O(τ2), R = R0 + τR1 +O(τ2),
∂t = ∂t0 + τ∂t1 +O(τ
2), (3.2.6)
where Π0 = ∑i cici f
0
i , Q
0 = ∑i cicici f
0
i , R
0 = ∑i cicicici f
0
i .
The expansion in Eq (3.2.6) are truncated to the first order of τ and substituted
into Eqs (3.2.2), (3.2.3), (3.2.4) and Eq (3.2.5), so, the above equations will be-
come
∂t0ρ + τ∂t1ρ +∇ · (ρu) = 0,
∂t0ρu+∇ ·Π0 + τ(∂t1ρu+∇ ·Π1) = 0,
∂t0Π
0 +∇ ·Q0 + τ∂t0Π1 + τ∂t1Π0 +(∇ ·Q1)τ =−Π1,
∂t0Q
0 +∇ ·R0 + τ∂t0Q1 + τ∂t1Q0 + τ2∂t1Q1 +(∇ ·R1)τ =−Q1.
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By gathering all the terms of order τ0, τ1 and τ2, we will obtain the following
equations:
∂t0ρ =−∇ ·ρu, (3.2.7)
∂t0ρu =−∇ ·Π0, (3.2.8)
∂t0Π
0 +∇ ·Q0 =−Π1, (3.2.9)
∂t1ρ = 0, (3.2.10)
∂t1ρu =−∇ ·Π1, (3.2.11)
∂t0Π
1 +∂t1Π
0 +(∇ ·Q1) = 0, (3.2.12)
∂t0Q
0 +∇ ·R0 =−Q1, (3.2.13)
∂t0Q
1 +∇ ·R1 +∂t1Q0 = 0, (3.2.14)
∂t1Q
1 = 0. (3.2.15)
Now we will find the continuity equation. We know that ∂t1ρ = 0, therefore ∂t = ∂t0.
Now we substitute these equations into
∂t0ρ + τ∂t1ρ +∇ ·ρu = 0,
=⇒ ∂tρ +∇ ·ρu = 0.
We need to calculate ∂t0Π


















and u = |u|. In the D2Q9 and D3Q19 lattices c2s =
c
3
, where c is lattice speed and
c = 1, α and β are vectors in two dimensions for D2Q9 and in three dimensions
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for D3Q19. The equilibrium distribution function f
0 will therefore be











We then distribute ωi on summation terms, using n
th rank generalized lattice ten-

















δαβ +ρuαuβ , Π
0 = PI +ρuu,
where P = ρ
3
























wiciαciβ ciγciδ ciθ uδ uθ
]
,




ωi = 1. (3.2.16)





ωiciαciβ ciγ = ∑
i
ωiciαciβ ciγciδ ciθ = 0. (3.2.17)
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and of rank four is
∑
i





(δαβ δγδ +δαγδβδ +δαδ δγβ )
1. if
α = β = γ = δ =⇒ ∑
i
























1 α = β ,
0 else.
Now we use the nth rank generalized lattice tensor results, Eqs (3.2.16), (3.2.17),












(∂γρuγδαβ +∂γρuβ δαγ +∂γρuαδγβ ), (3.2.24)
=⇒▽·Q0 = [(▽·ρu)I +(▽ρu)+(▽ρu)T ]. (3.2.25)
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To find ∂t0Π






First, we must find ∂t0ρuu. To find it we will apply the product rule which is
∂tρuu = (∂tρu)u+u∂t(ρu)− (∂tρ)uu,
then substitute Eq (3.2.7) and Eq (3.2.8) into ∂t0ρuu after the application of the
product rule, so ∂t0ρuu = (−∇ ·Π0)u+u(−∇ ·Π0)+(∇ ·ρu)uu.
We will neglect the third term in u because Ma ≪ 1 where Ma =
u
c
≪ 1. We will
use the definition of Π0, so































From Eq (3.2.9) we know that
Π1 =−∂t0Π0 −∇ ·Q0, (3.2.28)
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∂α(ρuβ ) = ρ(∂αuβ )+(∂αρ)uβ ,
∂β (ρuα) = ρ(∂β uα)+uα(∂β ρ).










Further substitution is then done, of Π0, ∂t1ρ = 0 and Π
1 into























where (µ = τρ
3
) is the dynamic viscosity and (ν = τ
3
) is kinematic viscosity. This
equation is the momentum equation.
With small Mach numbers the hydrodynamic equations will lead to the incom-
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pressible Navier-Stokes equations, indicated by the following:
Dtρ = ∂tρ +∇ ·ρu = 0,
∂
∂ t
+u ·∇ = 0,





where Dtρ is continuity equation and Eq (3.2.30) is momentum equation.










(∂t0ρuγδαβ +∂t0ρuβ δαγ +∂t0ρuαδγβ ), (3.2.32)
and also the following, from equation (3.2.8), where we see that
∂t0ρuγ =−∇δ ·Π0γδ , (3.2.33)
∂t0ρuβ =−∇δ ·Π0βδ , (3.2.34)













































Now we want to find ∇ ·R0, starting with R0αβγδ = ∑i ciαciβ ciγciδ f 0i , which is done
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Boundary conditions have an important role in mathematics as they are used to
determine the mathematical solutions for many physical problems. In physics, the
fluid boundary represents the interaction between fluid molecules and solid wall
molecules, so boundary conditions can be defined as special collisions between
solid and fluid molecules. Mathematically, boundary conditions are a set of condi-
tions based on a set of differential equations to describe the solution of equations
at a wall or domain.
The principle of stating the boundary conditions in the LBM is to determine a
set of distribution functions which are used to calculate macroscopic quantities
on the boundary nodes. The boundary conditions must be simple and sufficient
enough to satisfy a high level of accuracy and stability.
There are many types of boundary conditions. Here we will briefly describe some
of them which are used in our simulations, such as periodic and bounce back.
4.1 Periodic boundary condition
The easiest approach to express the boundary condition is using a grid mesh.
This contains nodes (i, j) where i = 0,1, ...,mx and j = 0,1, ...,ny and four direc-
tions N,S,W ,E which are called North, South, West and East, respectively. These
directions represent the sites of the buffers, as can be seen in Figure (4.1) [56].
N = {(i,ny) : i = 0, ...,mx} ,
S = {(i,0) : i = 0, ...,mx} ,
W =
{









4.1. PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITION
BUFFER SITES
FLUID SITES
Figure 4.1: Buffer sites for a 8×6 domain [56].
Periodic boundary conditions mean the molecules leave the boundary and
return back to the fluid on the opposite side in the same direction and at the
same velocity. For example, when the molecules move from the East buffer E
with direction c1 (horizontal direction), the distribution function f1 (mx, j) at time t
streams or transfers to f1 (0, j) at the next time step t +δt :
fin,W (W ) = fout,E (E) ,
fin,E (E) = fout,W (W ) , (4.1.2)
{in,W}= {out,E} , fk (0, j) = fk (mx, j) , k = 1,5,8
{out,W}= {in,E} , fk (mx, j) = fk (0, j) , k = 3,6,7. (4.1.3)
The subscripts in and out represent the inward and outward population, respec-
tively, as seen in Figure (4.2). For the corner buffer sites we take this treatment
fin (NW ) = fout (SE) ,
fin (SW ) = fout (NE) ,
fin (NE) = fout (SW ) ,
fin (SE) = fout (NW ) , (4.1.4)
which is applied to D2Q9 as shown below.
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Figure 4.2: Periodic boundary condition for D2Q9 [20].
In general, this condition preserves the mass.
4.2 No-slip boundary condition
The no-slip boundary conditions assume that fluid moves with the same velocity
as the wall. In bounce back boundary condition, one of the ways of implementing
the no-slip boundary condition, the stationary wall standing on the lattice axis
reflects the direction of molecules and their velocities to their original location after
their collision with the wall. The LGA and LBM have a property which enables the
complete bounce back scheme to be performed very easily in a parallel method.
However, it is difficult to distinguish the direction of the distribution function after
it hits the wall [64].
4.2.1 Bounce back boundary condition
There are several schemes of bounce back boundary conditions such as stan-
dard bounce back scheme, modified bounce back scheme, half-way bounce back
scheme and on-grid bounce back scheme [64].
4.2.2 Standard Bounce Back Scheme
This scheme is also called bounce back without collision, because the collision
process does not happen at the boundary nodes (stationary wall) [64]. For D2Q9
the unknown distribution function f2, f5 and f6 are marked in this scheme as
f2 (i, j) = f4 (i, j+1) ,
f5 (i, j) = f7 (i+1, j+1) ,
f6 (i, j) = f8 (i−1, j+1) . (4.2.1)
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Figure 4.3: Standard bounce back scheme at the bottom of D2Q9 [64].
The standard bounce back scheme has first order accuracy.
4.2.3 Modified Bounce Back Scheme or On-Grid Bounce Back Scheme
This scheme is distinguished by imposing a collision process and force on the
boundary nodes [64]. For D2Q9 the unknown collision distribution function f 2, f 5
and f 6 are marked in this scheme as
f2 (i, j) = f4 (i, j) ,
f5 (i, j) = f7 (i, j) ,











Figure 4.4: Modified bounce back scheme at the bottom of D2Q9 [64].
The Modified bounce back scheme is of second order accuracy.
4.2.4 Half-way bounce back scheme
The half-way bounce back scheme is a kind of standard bounce back scheme.
Its formulation is the same as the standard bounce back formulation except that
the stationary wall is located in the centre of the link between the wall grid point
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and fluid grid point, which means in terms of physics that the molecules and
their velocities arrive at the stationary wall at time step δt
2
, then reflect along with
their velocities to their original position at time step δt
2
[64]. For this reason, the
accuracy of the half-way bounce back scheme is of second order.
In the example of D2Q9 the unknown collision distribution functions f 2, f 5 and
f 6 are formulated as
f2 (i, j) = f4 (i, j+1) ,
f5 (i, j) = f7 (i+1, j+1) ,
















Figure 4.5: Half-way bounce back scheme at the bottom of D2Q9 [64].
4.3 Specular boundary condition
The specular boundary condition is used to calculate the slip velocity at the wall.
After the collision, the unknown distribution functions are reflected in the same
way as light is reflected by a mirror [55]. For D2Q9, the unknown distribution
functions f 2, f 5 and f 6 are marked as
f2 (i, j) = f4 (i, j) ,
f5 (i, j) = f8 (i, j) ,
f6 (i, j) = f7 (i, j) . (4.3.1)
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CONDITIONS
This boundary condition has been used by Lim [40] to examine the pressure and
shear driven 2-dimensional micro-channel flow.
4.4 The combination of bounce back and specular boundary con-
ditions
In real gas flow in micro-channels, the no-slip bounce-backs and free-slip spec-
ular reflections (zero shear stress) is not always able to describe or explain the
momentum exchange and friction between the wall and fluid. Hence, the combi-
nation of them is often considered a better method to simulate gas flow in micro-
channels. This combination of no-slip bounce back and specular boundary con-
ditions has been presented by Tang et. al. [66] and formulated as
fi = r f
BB
i +(1− r) f SRi , (4.4.1)
where r is the reflection coefficient and (1− r) is the specular reflection. Succi
[65] also presented the combination of bounce back and specular boundary con-
dition but with the addition of a slip coefficient (1− r) to a very similar formula to
that proposed by Tang et. al [68]. An example of this, using modified bounce
back combined with specular reflection boundary condition, to find the unknown
distribution functions f 2, f 5 and f 6 at the South wall of D2Q9, is formulated as
f2 (i, j) = r f4 (i, j) ,
f5 (i, j) = r f7 (i, j)+(1− r) f8 (i, j) ,
f6 (i, j) = r f8 (i, j)(1− r) f7 (i, j) . (4.4.2)
4.5 Slip boundary condition.
The Knudsen number divides flow into four regimes: continuum flow (kn ≤ 0.001);
slip flow (0.001 < kn ≤ 0.1); transition flow (0.1 < kn ≤ 10) and free molecular flow
(kn ≥ 10). In the slip flow regime the flow is affected by rarefaction, and the Navier-
Stokes equations are valid as long as tangential slip velocity is applied along the
flow domain walls. The effect of rarefaction is to reduce the density and pressure.
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In 1823, Navier suggested a slip boundary condition which supposed that
tangential fluid velocity is proportional to the rate of shear stress at the surface
[48]. Later in 1823, James Clerk Maxwell applied Navier-slip boundary conditions
to the rarefied gas flows over surfaces [43]. He used the Taylor expansion to
expand the slip velocity at the surface. We write this expression as













where us is the slip velocity, u(y) is the tangential velocity, uw is the velocity at the
wall, n ≷ 0 is the normal direction to the wall, θu =
2−σu
σu
is a streamwise mo-
mentum accommodation coefficient, and σu is always equal to one in engineering
practical or engineering applications. The λ = Lm f p is the mean free path, which
can be replaced in liquid slip by the slip length ls or molecular interaction length,
as the mathematical meaning is the same [41]. Mean free path cannot be satis-
factorily defined, because the Boltzmann collision operator is dependent on the
velocity of the particles [58]. The first order slip velocity is obtained by truncation








4.6 Moment-based boundary condition
The lattice Boltzmann equation includes a finite group of distribution functions.
These distribution functions can be related to Lattice Boltzmann moments by a
linear, invertible transformation. The moment-based boundary condition is distin-
guished by assuming the boundary conditions on the moments at the boundary,
then expressing these as conditions for the unknown variables. The moment-
basis boundary condition could be considered to build directly on the method
presented by Noble et. al [50], who used the hexagonal FHP ( D2Q7) lattice
model and assumed constraint on the velocity to find the two incoming distribu-
tion functions. Lattices such as D2Q9 and D3Q19, however, have more than two
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incoming distribution functions and the approach will therefore be more compli-
cated. For this reason, the Noble approach has been generalised by Bennett [6],
who uses the linear relationship between the distribution functions and moments,
imposes conditions on independent moments and then converts these conditions
into the unknown (incoming) distribution functions.
The moment-based boundary condition has been applied to several forms
of flow in both 2 and 3 dimensions. Examples of two-dimensional applications
include: diffusive slip [6], rarefied flow with Navier-Maxwell slip velocity [58], mul-
tiphase flow with partially-wetted walls [23] and stress boundary conditions (Bur-
nett order stress) [57]. Their results show that the accuracy of the moment-based
boundary conditions to implement velocity and pressure boundary condition is of
second order, which coincides with the LBM in this case.
The moment-based boundary conditions in two dimensions have been ex-
tended to three dimensions, for example by Kao et. al [34]. In this study, Krastins’
extension of the moment boundary condition to three dimensions is detailed, in
which first order Lattice Boltzmann equation with no-slip and pressure boundary
conditions is used to simulate flows such as the convection in dendritic solidifica-
tion. He also estimates the momentum flux tensor Q to its equilibrium Q0, which
is used to recover the Navier-Stokes equations up to the second order.
There are many advantages for moment-based conditions. One of the advan-
tages is that it eliminates the viscosity-dependent error associated with bounce-
back, and another is that it allows a diversity of hydrodynamic constituents to be
put at grid points. A further advantage is the ease of parallelising moment-based
conditions to implement period boundary and pressure boundary conditions, be-
cause the distribution functions being used come from the boundary nodes or
cells. One disadvantage of this approach, however, is that the extension required
to work on a curved geometry is difficult.
There are other advantages of the moment-based condition, such as its con-
venience for continuum flows because boundary conditions located directly for
macroscopic quantities (moments) is reasonable, compared with describing ki-
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netic theory’s virtual interactions between particles and wall. Whereas kinetic
boundary conditions can in some instances be used to address the Lattice Boltz-
mann method, kinetic boundary conditions are not suitable for the D2Q9 system
[6]. This is because we truncate the infinite moment system to a nine-moment
system, and this truncation leads to loss of connection to the continuity of the
Boltzmann equation. The moment-based boundary condition, however, is rea-
sonable in this case, as the Navier-Stokes equations (equations used for the
macroscopic level) are solved by the LBM such that the macroscopic quantities
(moments) must satisfy the set boundary condition.
In this thesis, the extension to three dimensional moment-based boundary
condition is of second order accuracy according to LBM, Eq (2.1.42), and the
exact value for Q is found by deriving Q0, Eq (3.2.23), and Q1, Eq (3.2.41), where
Q = Q0+τQ1. Also, the moment-based boundary condition is used to implement:
a solid boundary, such as no-slip or Navier-slip in either 2 or 3 dimensions; an
open boundary, such as pressure in 2 or 3 dimensions or inflow in 3; or one with
corners.
4.6.1 Moment Grouping
If we have n independent lattice velocities, it follows that we must have a set num-
ber of moments n. For example, for D2Q9 we have nine independent moments.
Six of them are hydrodynamic moments ρ , ρux, ρuy, Πxx, Πyy and Πxy, and three
of them are pseudo-kinetic Qxxy, Qxyy and Rxxyy. The moments can be defined as
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 −1 0 1 −1 −1 1
0 0 1 0 −1 1 1 −1 −1
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1


















































































































































































































































The equilibrium moments may be ordered as meq = Mfeq.
For D3Q19 there are 19 independent moments, nine of which are hydrodynamic:
ρ , ρux, ρuy, Πxx, Πyy, Πzz and Πxy, Πxz and Πyz; and nine of which are pseudo-
kinetic: Qxxy, Qxyy, Qxxz, Qxzz, Qyyz, Qyzz and Rxxyy, Rxxzz and Ryyzz.
The moments grouping for D3Q19 can be expressed as
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 1 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 1 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 1 1 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0








































































































































































































































































































































































































































Moreover, the choosing of moments is dependent on the boundary condition
to be applied such as no-slip, Navier-slip, pressure and inflow boundary bound-
ary condition, implemented using moment-based boundary condition. The choice
of moments of a low order is preferable to a high order, as the latter do not ap-
pear in the Navier-Stokes equations and cannot be directly physically interpreted.
However, the use of high order moments such as Q is necessary at edges and
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corners.
4.6.2 Moment boundary technique
The scenario for D2Q9 is as follows. Consider that we have a solid wall at both
the North and South sides of the flow. After the streaming step, the unknown
distribution functions at the North boundary are f4, f7 and f8, and at the South






























































Figure 4.6: The unknown distribution functions after streaming.
The principle of the moment-based boundary condition is to find the three
unknown distribution functions using three independent equations. These are
obtained using the following steps:
• From section (4.6.1), Eq (4.6.1), every moment is written as a linear combi-
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nation of distribution functions and lattice velocities. For example,
ρ = f0 + f1 + f2 + f3 + f4 + f5 + f6 + f7 + f8,
ρuy = f2 − f4 + f5 + f6 − f7 − f8,
= f2 + f5 + f6 − ( f4 + f7 + f8) ,
Πyy = f2 + f5 + f6 +( f4 + f7 + f8) . (4.6.4)
• The unknown distribution functions in every linear combination are deter-
mined. For instance, at the North wall the unknown distribution functions
are f4, f7 and f8 at every moment as demonstrated in Eq (4.6.4).
• All the linear combinations of unknown distribution functions are arranged
in Table (4.1) and Table (4.2).
• One moment from every row in the table is chosen. The moments in every
row are independent. For this example, the selected moments are: the
moment of the zero order (density ρ); the first order moment (momentum
ρu); and the second order moment (momentum flux tensor Π).
• The constraints that correspond to the moments are imposed.
• The system which consists of the three unknown distribution functions with
three independent equations is solved.
Moments
Combination of unknowns distribution
function at the North boundary
Combination of unknowns distribution
function at the South boundary
ρ ,ρuy,Πyy f4 + f7 + f8 f2 + f5 + f6
ρux,Πxy,Qxyy f8 − f7 f5 − f6
Πxx,Qxxy,Rxxyy f8 + f7 f5 + f6
Table 4.1: Moments at the North and South boundaries.
Moments
Combination of unknowns distribution
function at the East boundary
Combination of unknowns distribution
function at the West boundary
ρ ,ρux,Πxx f3 + f6 + f7 f1 + f5 + f8
ρuy,Πxy,Qxxy f6 − f7 f5 − f8
Πyy,Qxyy,Rxxyy f6 + f7 f5 + f8
Table 4.2: Moments at the East and West boundaries.
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The scenario for D3Q19 is similar to that for D2Q9. For example, D3Q19 always
has five unknown incoming distributions at the faces after LBM post-streaming,
which can be found from five linearly independent moment conditions. These
unknown incoming distributions are listed in Tables (4.3), (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6).
An example of these unknown distribution functions, in this case at the South
wall, are f5, f11, f14, f15 and f18 and the five linearly independent moments are
ρux, ρuy, ρuz, Πxx and Πyy which are written as linear combinations of distribution
functions as follows:
ρux = f1 − f2 + f7 − f8 − f9 + f10 + f11 + f12 − f13 − f14,
ρuy = f3 − f4 + f7 + f8 − f9 − f10 + f15 + f16 − f17 − f18,
ρuz = f5 − f6 + f11 − f12 − f13 + f14 + f15 − f16 − f17 + f18,
Πxx = f1 + f2 + f7 + f8 + f9 + f10 + f11 + f12 + f13 + f14,
Πyy = f3 + f4 + f7 + f8 + f9 + f10 + f15 + f16 + f17 + f18. (4.6.5)
We can find the unknown distribution functions by solving system (4.6.5), after
assuming the constraints corresponding to them.
Moments Combination of unknown distribution functions at the South boundary
ρux,Πxz,Qxzz f11 − f14
ρuy,Πyz,Qyzz f15 − f18
ρ ,ρuz,Πzz f5 + f11 + f14 + f15 + f18
Πxx,Rxxzz,Qxxz f11 + f14
Πyy,Ryyzz,Qyyz f15 + f18
Table 4.3: Moments at the South boundary, in 3D.
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Moments Combination of unknown distribution functions at the North boundary
ρux,−Πxz,Qxzz f12 − f13
ρuy,−Πyz,Qyzz f16 − f17
−ρ ,ρuz,−Πzz − f6 − f12 − f13 − f16 − f17
Πxx,Rxxzz,−Qxxz f12 + f13
Πyy,Ryyzz,−Qyyz f16 + f17
Table 4.4: Moments at the North boundary, in 3D.
Moments Combination of unknown distribution functions at the East boundary
−ρ ,ρux,−Πxx − f2 − f8 − f9 − f13 − f14
ρuy,−Πxy,Qxxy f8 − f9
ρuz,−Πxz,Qxxz − f13 + f14
Πyy,−Qxyy,Rxxyy f8 + f9
Πzz,−Qxzz,Rxxzz f13 + f14
Table 4.5: Moments at the East boundary, in 3D.
Moments Combination of unknown distribution functions at the West boundary
ρ ,ρux,Πxx f1 + f7 + f10 + f11 + f12
ρuy,Πxy,Qxxy f7 − f10
ρuz,Πxz,Qxxz f11 − f12
Πyy,Qxyy,Rxxyy f7 + f10
Πzz,Qxzz,Rxxzz f11 + f12
Table 4.6: Moments at the West boundary, in 3D.
Higher order moments such as Q and R are used for the edges and corners
because we need nine moments at the edge and 12 moments at the corner in
order to find the unknown distribution functions. The use of high order moments is
reasonable for this because we neglected the third order term when we calculated
Π1 Eq (3.2.27) from Eq (3.2.28)
The unknown incoming distribution functions for every moment on the South
West edge are listed in Table (4.7). 9 independent moments need to be chosen
in order to find 9 unknown distribution functions, which in this example consist of:
three momentum, ρux, ρuy and ρuz; five momentum flux tensor, Πxx, Πyy, Πzz, Πxz
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and Πxy; and a third order momentum flux tensor, Qxyy. The choice of moments is
based on the symmetry and independence of moments and it is therefore possi-
ble to create or choose another group of independent and symmetric moments.
By assuming the constraints on the moments and solving the system, which con-
sists of nine moments and nine unknown distribution functions, we will find the
unknown distribution functions.
Moments
Combination of unknown distribution functions at the South West
edge
ρ f1 + f5 + f7 + f10 + f11 + f12 + f15 + f16
ρux,Πxx f1 + f7 + f10 + f11 + f12
ρuy f7 − f10 + f15 − f18
ρuz f5 + f11 − f12 + f15 + f18
Πyy f7 + f10 + f15 + f18
Πzz f5 + f11 + f12 + f15 + f18
Πxy,Qxxy f7 − f10
Πxz,Qxxz f11 − f12
Qxyy f7 + f10
Πyz,Qyzz f15 − f18
Qxzz f11 + f12
Qyyz,Ryyzz f15 + f18
Rxxyy f10 + f11
Rxxzz f12 + f15
Table 4.7: Moments at the South West edge, in 3D.
Because there are twelve unknown distribution functions at the corner, we
need twelve independent moments at this location. The unknown distribution
functions for each moment are listed in Table (4.8 ) for the South West front corner.
The unknown distribution functions are found by using the same procedure used
to find them for the faces and edges. The 12 moments in this example are: three
momentum, ρux, ρuy and ρuz, five momentum flux tensor, Πxx, Πyy, Πzz, Πxz and
Πxy, and three third order moments, Qxyy, Qxxz and Qyzz. Again the selection is




Combination of unknown distribution functions at South West front
corner
ρ f1 + f3 + f5 + f7 + f8 + f10 + f11 + f12 + f14 + f15 + f16 + f18
ρux f1 + f7 − f8 − f9 + f10 + f11 + f12 − f14
ρuy f3 + f7 + f8 − f10 + f15 + f16 − f18
ρuz f5 + f11 − f12 + f14 + f15 − f16 + f18
Πxx f1 + f7 + f8 + f9 + f10 + f11 + f12 + f14
Πyy f3 + f7 + f8 + f10 + f15 + f16 + f18
Πzz f5 + f11 + f12 + f14 + f15 + f16 + f18
Πxy f7 − f8 − f10
Πxz,Qxzz f11 − f12 − f14
Πyz f15 − f16 − f18
Qxxy f7 + f8 − f10
Qxyy f7 − f8 + f10
Qyzz f15 + f16 − f18
Qxxz f11 − f12 + f14
Qyyz f15 − f16 + f18
Rxxyy f8 + f10 + f11
Rxxzz f12 + f14 + f15
Ryyzz f15 + f16 + f18













Figure 4.7: Interior flow or Poiseuille flow [29].
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The analytical solution of Poiseuille flow for the Lattice Boltzmann model under
a condition known as steady state, which means the flow is independent of time






= 0 and ρ = const. The velocity is defined as u =
(ux,uy) where ux and uy are the velocity in x- and y-direction, respectively. The




Uc j (n− j)+us. (4.7.1)
where u j is the velocity in x-direction and j = 1, ...,n−1, j = 0 and j = n represent
the lower and upper boundaries, Uc =
n2δ 2x
8ν
Gx is the centreline velocity and F =
ρGx is the body force in x-direction. us is the slip velocity, which depends on the






































, τ 6= 1, (4.7.3)





, while the velocity profile with slip velocity for








































4.7.1.1 Poiseuille flow with bounce back boundary conditions
The purpose of this simulation is to verify the analysis for Poiseuille flow with var-
ious types of boundary conditions set at the wall and periodic boundary condition
at the inlet and outlet. The flow in this simulation is in the x-direction. Figure (4.8)
illustrates the velocity profiles for Poiseuille flow u j which is scaled with Uc = 0.1
and various schemes. The size of the system is nx ×ny = 16×6. The initial con-
dition for the density ρ = 1. The result of the slip velocity in every scheme that
has been used in this simulation is that of a perfect parabola as demonstrated in
Figure (4.8), which shows that the velocity profiles of LBM are in excellent agree-
ment with the analytical solution of Poiseuille flow at each type of bounce back
boundary condition, as seen in Eqs (4.7.2), (4.7.3) and (4.7.4). The error between
the numerical results and the analytical ones is of order 10−16.



























Figure 4.8: Numerical velocities of LBM with slip velocity for (,) standard
bounce back, (△,N) modified bounce back scheme and (◦,•) half-
way scheme with their the normalized velocity profile of Poiseuille
flow (−) at relaxation times of 0.75 and 2, respectively.
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Different orders of error occur in different schemes. For instance, at τ = 0.75
the error of standard bounce back scheme is 0.333 in this size system, whereas
the error of modified bounce back is 2.777 ×10−2, and the exact solution for
Poiseuille flow is 44.00 ×10−2. By doubling the grid point ny in every scheme,
the error can be reduced in order to show errors of first order for standard, and
second order for both modified bounce back and the exact solution of halfway


























Figure 4.9: The absolute errors.
4.7.1.1.1 Conclusion
Overall, the LBM results using various boundary schemes correspond exactly
with the analytical solution of Poiseuille flow at each different scheme of bounce
back boundary conditions.
4.7.1.2 Poiseuille flow with moment-based boundary condition and no-slip
boundary condition, in 2D
When assessing this flow, the D2Q9 model is used and the simulation conducted
with the second order approximation of the LBE, Eq (2.1.42), with its macro-
scopic quantities, Eqs (2.1.43) and (2.1.44). Additionally, the force term (2.1.35)
is selected as x-direction and periodic boundary condition is used at the inlet
(West) and outlet (East) side (open boundary condition). No-slip boundary con-
dition is applied at the wall in order to identify the constraints of three indepen-
dent moments, because no-slip boundary condition leads to the tangential and
vertical velocity at the wall being zero ux = uy = 0, which means the tangential
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momentum will be zero (ρux = 0), normal momentum will be zero (ρuy = 0) , and
tangential momentum flux tensor will be Πxx =
ρ
3








, where p = ρ
3
. From the Chapman-Enskog approach section










τρ(∂xux) =−2µ(∂xux)≃ (∂xux). (4.7.7)
By following the same process we find that Πyy =
ρ
3
. We convert these moments
to the moments of the second order of LBM
ρux = ρux −
δt
2




ρuy = ρuy −
δt
2
Fy = 0, (4.7.9)


























where the body force is F = (Fx,Fy) = ρ (Gx,0). These three moments are written
as a combination of distribution functions, as seen in Eq (4.7.11), Eq (4.7.12) and
Eq.(4.7.13). Then the constraints corresponding to them are assumed and the
three equations are solved to find these unknown distribution functions
−δt
2
ρGx = f 1 − f 3 + f 5 − f 6 − f 7 + f 8, (4.7.11)
0 = f 2 − f 4 + f 5 + f 6 − f 7 − f 8, (4.7.12)
ρ
3
= f 1 + f 3 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8. (4.7.13)
At the North wall the unknown distribution functions f 4, f 7 and f 8 are
f 4 = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 +2
(




















while at the South wall f 2, f 5 and f 6 are
f 2 = f 1 + f 3 + f 4 +2
(


















The density is calculated using the following definition
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8,
along with Eq (4.7.12), so at the South wall it is
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 3 +2
(
f 4 + f 7 + f 8
)
(4.7.16)
and at the North wall it is
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 3 +2
(
f 2 + f 5 + f 6
)
. (4.7.17)
The chosen grid point size is nx × ny = 16× 6, in which the simulation results in
a perfect parabola with an error of 10−17. This means the velocity of LBM is
in excellent agreement with the analytical solution of Poiseuille flow without slip
velocity us.














Figure 4.10: The velocity profile of LBM with no-slip boundary conditions, in 2D.
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4.7.1.3 Poiseuille Flow with Moment-Based Boundary Condition and Non-
slip Boundary Condition in 3D
In this flow simulation, the D3Q19 model is used, with the second order of the LBM,
Eq (2.1.42), with its macroscopic quantities, Eq (2.1.43) and Eq (2.1.44). The
force term seen in Eq (2.1.35) is in x-direction, and periodic boundary condition
is used at the inlet (West) and outlet (East) side (open boundary condition). Also,
no-slip boundary condition is applied at the South and North walls to identify the
constraints of five independent moments. In the no-slip boundary condition the
velocity is zero at every wall. Thus, we assume
ux = uy = uz = 0, (4.7.18)
so the three moments will be















The form for the body force in three dimensions is written as F= (ρGx,ρGy,ρGz) =












































































ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = 0,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,








By solving system (4.7.21) we can find the unknown distribution functions at the
South and North walls, as follows. The unknown distribution functions at the
South wall are




f 5 = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 6 +2 f 7 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +2 f 10 +2 f 12 +2 f 13+

























The unknown distribution functions at the North wall are
f 6, f 12, f 13, f 16, f 17, (4.7.24)
so
f 6 = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 +2 f 7 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +2 f 10 +2 f 11 +2 f 14+

























The definition of the density is
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 + f 11
+ f 12 + f 13 + f 14 + f 15 + f 16 + f 17 + f 18. (4.7.26)
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From this density equation (4.7.26) and that for momentum ρuz (4.7.21) we can
find the density at the South and North walls. At the South wall it is
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 +2 f 6 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 +2 f 12 +2 f 13 +2 f 16 +2 f 17,
(4.7.27)
and at the North
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 +2 f 5 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 +2 f 11 +2 f 14 +2 f 15 +2 f 18.
(4.7.28)
The selected size of grid points is nx ×ny ×nz = 6×6×16, where nx, ny and nz are
the grid point or size in x-, y- and z-directions, respectively. At this size the simu-
lation results in a perfect parabola with an error of 10−17. This means the velocity
profile of LBM is in excellent agreement with the exact solution of Poiseuille flow
without slip velocity us, as seen in Eq (4.7.1). The velocity profile is located along
the height of the channel H and in the middle of the channel at nx/2,ny/2














Figure 4.11: The velocity profile of LBM with no-slip boundary conditions, in 3D.
4.7.1.3.1 Conclusion
The velocity of LBM is in excellent agreement with the exact solution in two and
three dimensions and in both cases the error is 10−17 i.e. to machine accuracy.
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Figure 5.1: Blood flow or pulsatile flow [73] .
5.1 Introduction
The LBM has been developed and is used to simulate fluid flow and it has been
applied to various types of steady and unsteady fluid flow problems such as turbu-
lent flows, multiphase flow and blood flow [14]. As an example, the study of blood
flow and its properties can give a greater understanding of atherosclerosis and
the flow parameters which influence this phenomenon. The blood flow in the vas-
cular system is driven by the pulsating pressure gradient which is produced by the
heart. As a simple model of this, we simulate plane channel flow under periodic
forcing, thereby avoiding the complexity of the cylindrical coordinates appropriate
for blood flow in 2D. This pulsatile flow is essentially the standard Poiseuille flow
except that the flow is driven by the periodic forcing term.
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It is necessary to conduct experiments and numerical studies to investigate
blood flow, and various previous studies can be found on this.
Some of the numerical studies or computational methods of both unsteady and
steady flow include analytical solutions. For example, in 2D, He and Lou [25] pro-
duced second order accuracy for the error between the numerical and analytical
solutions. Cosgrove et. al. [14] generated second order accuracy with halfway
boundary conditions as well as for the forcing term. Latt [36] found that the error
increases with high grid size in some cases. All these authors are examples of
very good results which compare well with the analytical solutions.
Artoli [5] presented Womersley flow in two and three dimensions with stan-
dard bounce back boundary conditions at the wall. When he fixed the Reynolds
number, he was able to produce first order accuracy using modified bounce back
boundary conditions and a second order forcing term in 2D. In addition, he ob-
tained first order accuracy when he fixed the Reynolds number corresponding to
the range of grid sizes and periods, respectively, to keep the Womersley num-
ber a constant in 3D. This method, using a curved boundary condition, results in
a range of relaxation time. Later, Artoli et. al. [4] studied steady flow in a two
dimensional symmetric bifurcation.
In this chapter, moment-based boundary conditions are used with the Lattice
Boltzmann method (LBM) to simulate numerically 2D flow driven between two
parallel plates by a pulsating pressure gradient. This flow simulation is achieved
using a model of single relaxation time under both Navier-slip and no-slip con-
ditions, with two different approaches to the investigation of convergence. The
first, which is used for no-slip conditions, employs acoustic scaling in which the
Reynolds, Mach and Womersley numbers are fixed whilst the LBM relaxation time
is varied. The second approach uses diffusive scaling, for Navier-slip conditions,
where the Womersley and Reynolds numbers and relaxation time are fixed, and
the Mach number decreases as the grid size increases.
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5.2 Moment-based boundary condition
At the planar boundaries aligned with grid points of the D2Q9, LBM post-streaming
has 3 unknown incoming distributions that can be found using 3 linearly indepen-
dent moment conditions. Physical constraints are imposed on 3 linearly inde-
pendent hydrodynamic moments in the moment-based boundary scheme, from
which the 3 unknown distribution functions at a boundary are obtained.
In order for this condition to be applied, it is assumed that there is a solid wall at
both North and South flow boundaries. When the streaming step is complete, it is
apparent that the unknown distribution functions at the North boundary are f 4, f 7
and f 8, and at the South f 2, f 5 and f 6.
Three linearly independent moments chosen from Table (5.1) are used to imple-
ment Navier-slip boundary conditions. In this case, these are: vertical velocity
momentum ρuy; tangential momentum ρux; and tangential momentum flux tensor
Πxx at the wall. These are imposed as ρux = us, ρuy = 0, Πxx =
ρ
3
+ ρu2s , where
us is the slip velocity (NB: p =
ρ
3
is the pressure). We define the tangential mo-






xx ≃ ∂xux, which is zero under
either no-slip or slip conditions. Then, at either the North boundary or the South,
ρuy = 0, ρux = ρus − δt2 ρGx and Πxx =
ρ
3
+ρu2s −ρGxus, where F = ρ (Gx,0) is the
body force.
Moments Combination at the North boundary Combination at the South boundary
ρ ,ρuy,Πyy f4 + f7 + f8 f2 + f5 + f6
ρux,Πxy,Qxyy f8 − f7 f5 − f6
Πxx,Qxxy,Rxxyy f8 + f7 f5 + f6
Table 5.1: Moments at the North and South boundaries.
Now, the system can be solved as shown in equation (5.2.1) to find the three
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unknown distribution functions.
ρux = f 1 + f 5 + f 8 −
(






ρuy = f 2 + f 5 + f 6 −
(
f 4 + f 7 + f 8
)
= 0,
Πxx = f 1 + f 5 + f 8 +
(






At the South wall, for example, the unknown distribution functions are f 2, f 5 and
f 6
f 2 = f 1 + f 3 + f 4 +2
(




































the density is calculated by using the definition of density which is
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8
and ρuy, so the density is
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 3 +2
(
f 4 + f 7 + f 8
)
, (5.2.3)
and at the North f 4, f 7 and f 8
f 4 = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 +2
(




































where ρ = f 0+ f 1+ f 3+2
(
f 2 + f 5 + f 6
)
is obtained using the definition of density
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along with ρuy. Now, the slip velocity at the wall can be found. We know that






























f 5 − f 6 + f 7 − f 8
)
. (5.2.6)
The slip velocity is proportional to the shear stress at the wall as explained in
section (4.5), so us = ls∂nuwall, where n ≷ 0 and ls is the slip length. From the









δxy +ρuxuy + τ
−ρ
3




Therefore, the shear stress is defined as Πxy =−µ∂yuwall, where n = y = n ≷ 0 and

































f 5 − f 6 + f 7 − f 8
)
. (5.2.9)
At the South wall the shear stress is positive toward the wall, hence Πxy =−µ∂nuwall,
where n = y > 0 and the unknown distribution functions are f 2, f 5 and f 6. These
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At the North wall the shear stress has a negative sign because the shear stress
is negative toward the wall, hence






f 5 − f 6 + f 7 − f 8
)
. (5.2.12)
At the North wall the unknown distribution functions are f 4, f 7 and f 8, which we





















Using ux = us = 0 the unknown distribution functions with no-slip boundary condi-
tion can be found.
5.3 The exact solutions for pulsatile flow
Two-dimensional pulsatile flow, also known as Womersley flow, is driven by a





cos(wt) in the x-direction, where Uc is the centreline speed for the zero
frequency case (i.e. Poiseuille flow), h is the channel half-width, ν = Uch
Recl
is Kine-
matic viscosity and Recl is the centreline Reynolds number. Under no-slip bound-






























pulsation angular frequency, j =
√
−1, t is the time and P is the period.


































( j−1)Kn sinh((1+ j)W0)





is the dimensionless slip length. It is evident that both of these
exact solutions are independent of the Reynolds number.
5.4 Simulations
The LBM and boundary conditions discussed previously are used in this pulsatile
flow simulation, with a horizontally periodic domain. Computational grids of di-
mensions nx × ny are used, where nx = 2 and ny = 16,32,64,128,256,512. The
channel half width in the lattice units is h =
ny
2
. Over a single period, the norm
error ‖ L(p) ‖2 is








|uLBM (l,r,θ , p)−uExact (l,r,θ , p) |2, (5.4.1)
where l = 0, ...,nx,r = 0, ...,ny and nθ is the number of angles in a period, which in
this case assumes nθ = 8. We then run the total computation until t = kP, where
k is the number of periods that are necessary for the computations to achieve a
fully-periodic state.
5.4.1 Simulation under no-slip boundary conditions
5.4.1.1 First simulation: acoustic scaling
We fix the centreline velocity in lattice units at Uc = 0.1 in this simulation, which
fixes the Mach number to Ma ≪ 1. The centreline Reynolds number Recl = Uchν
is also fixed, as we vary the grid size. This allows ν to be specified, giving the








, making the timestep δ t = 1/P proportional to grid increment
δx = 2/ny, which therefore halves as the grid size doubles. The examination of
the convergence is done by altering the grid size ny as well as correspondingly
altering τ and P in order to keep constant the Reynolds and Womersley numbers.
Womersley numbers close to the ones used in references [25], [5] and [14] are
chosen. These are detailed in Figure (5.2), where Figure (5.2)(a) shows that
for the chosen low frequency W0 = 0.194 the velocity is parabolic. These results
are maintained across a range of Recl and grid sizes. In the case of the chosen
high-frequency Womersley number, W0 = 12.533, the velocity profile is flattened, a
result which is also maintained across a range of Reynolds numbers, in this case
from 0.5 to 500. Typical results for grid size 64 are shown in Figures (5.2)(a) and
(b).
However, the chosen moderate Womersley number W0 shows LBM velocity which
does not concur with the analytical solution for the low Reynolds number Recl=0.5
even as grid size increases, as can be seen in Figures (5.2)(c) and (d). Indeed,
this simulation seems to converge to a different solution from these parameters’
exact one. In this case it is noted that Kinematic viscosity ν ≈ ny
10
increases with
the increase of the period P ≈ 50ny
100
, and that λ = 1τ+0.5 is therefore too small for
the LBM to have sufficient reaction time to the changes in the pressure gradient,
which remains so even for larger grid sizes. However, with higher Recl a better
agreement is seen between the numerical results and the analytical ones. An
example can be seen in Figure (5.2)(e), where the rate of relaxation is λ ≥ 0.5

















































































Figure 5.2: (a) W0 = 0.194, Recl = 5 (b) W0 = 12.533 with Recl = 50 (c), (d) W0 = 3.963,
Recl = 0.5 and (e) W0 = 3.963, Recl = 5. Blue lines: LBM; ∗: exact solution.
In this simulation, the low Womersley number shows a flattening off of the
norm error for every Reynolds number, i.e. the method does not converge to the
exact solution, as can be seen in Figure (5.3)(a). This behaviour has also been
observed by Artoli [5] for W0 ≈ 15 and W0 ≈ 8 in both 2D and 3D. Latt [36] noticed,
furthermore, that in some cases the error is increased with high grid size. The
method does converge for higher Reynolds numbers as the Womersley number
increases, as shown in Figure (5.3). However, each case shows a convergence
of the numerical process as the grid size increases, even though the results do
not always converge to the exact results. This is shown in Figure (5.4), in which
the error between velocities computed with grid sizes 16 - 256 are contrasted with












































































































(c) W0 = 12.533
Figure 5.3: Norm error between LBM and exact solutions velocities at ny =
































Figure 5.4: Numerical norm error between LBM velocities computed with grid sizes ny
from16 to 256 and compared with fine grid sizes ny = 512 for acoustic scaling
and W0 = 3.963.
5.4.1.2 Second simulation: diffusive scaling
Given that in some cases that the approach above results in a lack of convergence
to the analytical solutions, this second approach employs diffusive scaling. The
relaxation time τ is fixed in this case, and since this determines ν , the centreline
Reynolds number is fixed at Recl =
Ucny
2ν by variation of the centreline velocity Uc
proportional to grid spacing δx = 2/ny. In this case, the fixing of the Womersley








and therefore δ t ∼ δx2, making the timestep
reduce by a factor of 4 as the grid size doubles. Otherwise, this convergence
study is similar to the acoustic scaling mentioned above, i.e. Recl, W0 and τ are
fixed as grid size varies, and it is noted that the Mach number in this case is
inversely proportional to ny. This approach has been used by Artoli [5], He and
Lou [25], Latt [36] and Cosgrove et. al [14]. At the outset τ = 0.6 was chosen, as


























































(c) W0 = 11.201 and
ny=64




















































































































Figure 5.6: (a) and (b) are the norm error vs period number, and (c) norm error vs ny for
τ = 0.6.
The comparisons between the exact and the numerical velocity profile solu-
tions for a range of Womersley numbers are successful, as can be seen in Figure
(5.5)(a-c). It should be noted that convergence to the final periodic state needs
to take place over a number of periods, rather than being instantaneous, and that
this number is dependent upon W0 as well as the grid size, as can be seen in
Figure (5.6)(a) and (b).
However, a second-order convergence is found for a range of W0, as can be seen
in Figure (5.6) (c), which is similar convergence behaviour to that found by He
and Lou [25], Artoli [5], Latt [36] and Cosgrove et. al [14].
5.4.2 Simulation with Navier-slip boundary conditions
Again, this simulation uses diffusive scaling - in other words with fixed relaxation
time and δ t ∼ δx2 - and a range of slip lengths are investigated for their effects on
both the velocity profile and the norm error when different Womersley numbers
are used. Figure (5.7) shows a strong agreement between the LBM predictions
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and the exact pulsatile flow solution. Slip velocity’s effect is evident here. Figure
(5.7), for example, shows that different slip velocities exist, and that with Kn = 0.388
they are generally larger in magnitude than with Kn = 0.194. The same figure also
shows that slip velocity is reduced with Kn = 0.0194 and the results are nearing
no-slip.
This slip velocity behaviour occurs at every Womersley number, as can be
seen in Figure (5.7), but slip velocities with high frequency W0 = 11.201 are not
as large as slip velocities with low frequency W0 = 0.3545 or middle frequency
W0 = 3.545 as is demonstrated in the Figures (5.7).
Each Womersley number has different maximum velocity, the smallest of which
is 0.008 at W0 = 11.201, whilst the largest is approximately 1.8 at W0 = 0.355. Sec-
ond order accuracy is achieved, but not due to this largest maximum velocity.
Rather, it is because with W0 = 0.355 and τ = 6 accuracy of second order occurs


























































































































































(i) Kn = 0.0194
Figure 5.7: (a), (b) and (c) W0 = 0.3545, τ = 0.6; (d), (e) and (f) W0 = 3.545, τ = 0.6; (g),(h)
and (i) W0 = 11.201, τ = 0.6, ny = 512. Blue: velocity profile of LBM; red:
velocity profile of exact solution.
Convergence to the final periodic state must also take place over a number of
periods with slip velocity, and this number not only depends upon W0 and the grid
size, but also on Kn and relaxation time τ, as demonstrated in Figures (5.8), (5.9)
and (5.10). It is clear that the number of periods with low frequency W0 = 0.3545
is always two for the velocity profile, as seen in Figure (5.8), and more than two
with high frequency W0 = 11.201 and middle frequency W0 = 3.545, as shown in
Figures (5.9) and (5.10). The number of periods for slip velocity is less than that
for velocity profile, in both cases with τ = 6,0.6 for high frequency W0 = 11.201 and
middle frequency W0 = 3.545, while they are larger for slip velocity than for velocity
profile when both have small relaxation time τ = 0.06 for W0 = 11.201 and W0 =
3.545 as shown in Table (5.2) (see p.85-86). In addition, the number of periods for
slip velocity are less than that for velocity profile, in both cases with τ = 6,0.6 for
high frequency W0 = 11.201 and middle frequency W0 = 3.545, while the converse
is true for slip velocity and velocity profile with small relaxation time τ = 0.06 as
shown in Table (5.2) (see p.85-86). Furthermore, the increase in relaxation time
leads to a decrease in the periods required to reach the convergence state for
velocity and slip velocity, as shown in Table (5.2) (see p.85-86). In general, the
reduction in Kn leads to a reduction in the number of periods required to reach
the convergence state, at both high frequency W0 = 11.201 and middle frequency






























(a) Kn = 0.388


























(b) Kn = 0.194


























(c) Kn = 0.0194


























(d) Kn = 0
Figure 5.8: The number of periods at τ = 0.6 and W0 = 0.354.



























(a) Kn = 0.388



























(b) Kn = 0.194



























(c) Kn = 0.0194



























(d) Kn = 0
Figure 5.9: The number of periods at τ= 0.6 and W0 = 3.545.
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(a) Kn = 0.388



























(b) Kn = 0.194



























(c) Kn = 0.0194



























(d) Kn = 0
Figure 5.10: The number of periods at τ = 0.6 and W0 = 11.201.
The value of the norm error in the velocity is increased by increasing the re-
laxation time at each Womersley number, Kn, and each grid size. This is demon-
strated in in Figure (5.11). The relaxation time for slip velocity also increases
in this way, and examples at Womersley number W0 = 3.545 and W0 = 0.355 are
shown in Figure (5.12). Additionally, the value of the norm error in the velocity is
larger than that in the slip velocity, at each Womersley number, relaxation time,
Kn and grid size, which is demonstrated in Figure (5.11) for velocity and in Figure
(5.12) for slip velocity. It is also evident that, at relaxation time τ = 0.6,0.06 with
middle and low Womersley numbers, the value of the norm error in the velocity
increases when the Kn increases, independent of grid size, as seen in Figure
(5.11)(b),(c),(e) and (f). However, at large relaxation times such as τ = 6, a de-
crease in the Kn does not affect the value of the norm error for velocity, as is clear
from Figure (5.11)(a) for W0 = 0.355 and (d) for W0 = 3.545. In addition, the value
of the norm error for slip velocity increases as the Kn increases, at every grid size








































































































































































































































































(h) τ = 0.06
Figure 5.11: The order of norm error at different Kn with Navier-slip boundary condition.
(a), (b), (c) for W0 = 0.3545, (d), (e), (f) for W0 = 3.545 and (g), (h) for W0 =
11.201.
The convergence behaviour found in the Navier-slip simulation is demon-
strated in Figure (5.11). It is evident that the numerical results and the error
behaviour which follows are, for the given W0, Kn, determined completely by the
value τ. We therefore obtain the norm error by given τ , W0, Kn, double the grid
size ny and divide Uc by factor 2 in order to fix Recl. Thus, the Mach number is
reduced when the grid size is doubled. For example, at ny = 16 and Uc = 0.1 the
Mach number will be around Ma =
Uc
cs
= 0.172 and at ny = 512 and Uc = 0.003125
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the Mach number will be around Ma = 0.0054. We can conclude that this kind
of scaling is good to use for incompressible flow because the Mach number is
reduced and tend to zero. For τ = 6, we see that convergence is of second or-
der, generally, independent of W0 and Kn. However, for τ = 0.6 and 0.06, it becomes
around first order in the case of non-zero Kn as grid sizes increase. Also, errors
tend to be larger for high values of Kn, except when the relaxation time is large,
such as τ = 6, when the error is small even with large Kn. This can be seen in
Figure (5.11)(d). Since the slip velocity is produced as a simulation outcome, in-
vestigating how slip velocity error impacts overall error is interesting, and is shown
in Figure (5.12). In general, the norm error in the velocity is greater than that in
the slip velocity, at every relaxation time, Womersley number, Kn and grid size.














































































































































































































(f) τ = 0.06
Figure 5.12: The order of norm error for slip velocity at different Kn with Navier-slip
boundary condition. (a), (b) for W0 = 0.3545; (c), (d) for W0 = 3.545; (e),
(f) for W0 = 11.201
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Table 5.2: The relation between the Womersley numbers and the number of periods
for the norm errors in velocity and slip velocity, at different grid sizes kn and




To conclude, a numerical simulation of pulsatile flow in two dimensions has been
performed, in which no slip and Navier-slip conditions were imposed using the
lattice Boltzmann method with moment-based boundary conditions. Two ap-
proaches have been used to perform grid convergence studies. The first used
acoustic scaling in which the Reynolds, Womersley and Mach numbers were
fixed. The second used diffusive scaling, in which the lattice relaxation param-
eter was fixed in addition to the Reynolds and Womersley numbers. Computation
of the velocity profile was performed, for comparison with exact solutions. Norm
errors were also computed, and the approach was demonstrated to be of second-
order accuracy for diffusive scaling in the case of no-slip. This second order ac-
curacy, however, was not shown in the acoustic scaling method. This is because
the small relaxation rates due to small Recl do not allow enough time for the veloc-
ity to relax to equilibrium. In the case of Navier-slip, second-order convergence
was generally noted for τ = 6, though first-order appeared to be approached for
τ = 0.6,0.06 for non-zero Kn. The errors in the computation of slip length were, in
general, less than the errors for velocity overall.
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Chapter 6
3D pulsatile flow with no-slip and
Navier slip boundary conditions
6.1 Introduction
This chapter details a three-dimensional simulation of the pulsatile flow between
parallel plates, driven by a pulsating pressure gradient, using the Lattice Boltz-
mann method (LBM) with moment-based boundary conditions as before. Once
again, the model used is single relaxation time, under both Navier-slip and no-slip
boundary conditions. The investigation into convergence uses a diffusive scaling,
with a basis of fixed relaxation time and Reynolds and Womersley numbers, while
the Mach number reduces as grid size increases. This simulation uses the three
dimensional lattice D3Q19 and x-direction flow.
6.2 Moment-based boundary condition in three dimensions
The moment-based boundary condition in two dimensions that we saw previously
is now extended to three dimensions. In three dimensions, there are always 5
unknown incoming distributions at the planar boundary faces, aligned with grid
points, in D3Q19 LBM post-streaming. In the moment-based boundary approach,
five linearly independent moment conditions can be used to find these incom-
ing distributions, by imposing physical constraints on five linearly independent
hydrodynamic moments, and using these to obtain the five unknown distribution
functions at a boundary.
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Moments Combination of unknown distribution functions at the South boundary
ρux,Πxz,Qxzz f11 − f14
ρuy,Πyz,Qyzz f15 − f18
ρ ,ρuz,Πzz f5 + f11 + f14 + f15 + f18
Πxx,Rxxzz,Qxxz f11 + f14
Πyy,Ryyzz,Qyyz f15 + f18
Table 6.1: Moments at the South boundary, in 3D.
Moments Combination of unknown distribution functions at the North boundary
ρux,−Πxz,Qxzz f12 − f13
ρuy,−Πyz,Qyzz f16 − f17
−ρ ,ρuz,−Πzz − f6 − f12 − f13 − f16 − f17
Πxx,Rxxzz,−Qxxz f12 + f13
Πyy,Ryyzz,−Qyyz f16 + f17
Table 6.2: Moments at the North boundary, in 3D.
Moments Combination of unknown distribution functions at the East boundary
−ρ ,ρux,−Πxx − f2 − f8 − f9 − f13 − f14
ρuy,−Πxy,Qxxy f8 − f9
ρuz,−Πxz,Qxxz − f13 + f14
Πyy,−Qxyy,Rxxyy f8 + f9
Πzz,−Qxzz,Rxxzz f13 + f14
Table 6.3: Moments at the East boundary, in 3D.
Moments Combination of unknown distribution functions at the West boundary
ρ ,ρux,Πxx f1 + f7 + f10 + f11 + f12
ρuy,Πxy,Qxxy f7 − f10
ρuz,Πxz,Qxxz f11 − f12
Πyy,Qxyy,Rxxyy f7 + f10
Πzz,Qxzz,Rxxzz f11 + f12
Table 6.4: Moments at the West boundary, in 3D.
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6.2.1 Pulsatile flow with Navier-slip boundary conditions
In pulsatile flow simulation for three dimensions, moment-based boundary condi-
tions are utilised at the North and South walls to implement no-slip and Navier-slip
boundary conditions. The periodic boundary condition is used at the inlet (West
side) and outlet (East side) and the flow is in x-direction, is driven using body
force which is in x-direction. The slip velocity is specified as x-direction and zero
velocity is specified as y- and z-direction. So, the assumption will be
ux = usx, uy = uz = 0, (6.2.1)
and the five independent moments are
ρux = ρusx,
ρuy = ρuy = 0,


















Also, the body force in x-direction is F = (ρGx,ρGy,ρGz) = (ρGx,0,0), the tan-

































































6.2. MOMENT-BASED BOUNDARY CONDITION IN THREE DIMENSIONS
so




ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = 0,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,








The unknown distribution functions at the South wall are
f 5, f 11, f 14, f 15, f 18. (6.2.5)
By solving system (6.2.4) we can find the unknown distribution function at the
South wall which are
f 5 = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 6 +2 f 7 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +2 f 10 +2 f 12 +2 f 13+











































The unknown distribution functions at the North wall are
f 6, f 12, f 13, f 16, f 17. (6.2.7)
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Again, by solving system (6.2.4), we can find the unknown distribution functions
at the North wall which are
f 6 = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 +2 f 7 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +2 f 10 +2 f 11 +2 f 14











































Using the definition of density seen in Eq (4.7.26) and ρuy in system (6.2.4) we
can find the density at the South and North walls. At the South wall it is
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 +2 f 6 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 +2 f 12 +2 f 13 +2 f 16 +2 f 17,
(6.2.9)
and at the North wall
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 +2 f 5 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 +2 f 11 +2 f 14 +2 f 15 +2 f 18.
(6.2.10)
Now we have to find the slip velocity usx in the case of ux = uwall = usx and uy =




δxz +ρuxuz = 0, (6.2.11)
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and

























We know that the slip velocity is proportional to the shear stress at the wall as









δxz +ρuxuz − τ
ρ
3
(∂xuz +∂zux) =−µ∂zux, (6.2.13)
so,





























f 11 − f 12 + f 13 − f 14
)
. (6.2.16)
At the South wall the shear stress is positive toward the wall, so us = −ls∂nuwall,













6.3. THE EXACT SOLUTIONS FOR PULSATILE FLOW




























The moment-based boundary condition with no-slip at the South and North walls
is obtained by setting a zero velocity at x-direction as seen in Eq (6.2.1).
6.3 The exact solutions for pulsatile flow
For three-dimensional pulsatile flow, or Womersley flow, the exact solutions are
the same as for two dimensions, where the pulsating pressure gradient is im-





cos(wt) in the x-direction
where h is the channel half-width, Uc is the centreline speed for the zero frequency
case (i.e. Poiseuille flow), h is the channel half-width, ν = Uch
Recl
Kinematic viscos-
ity and Recl the centreline Reynolds number. The exact solution under no-slip


























2ν h is the dimensionless Womersley number in which
w = 2π
P
is the pulsation angular frequency, t is the time and P is the period.


































( j−1)Kn sinh((1+ j)W0)







being the dimensionless slip length. It is evident that both the exact
solutions, for no-slip and for Navier-slip, are independent of the Reynolds number.
6.4 The simulation
This simulation utilises diffusive scaling, i.e. with fixed relaxation time and δ t ∼
δx2. Similarly to the case in two dimensions, we select a range of different slip
lengths.











(a) Kn = 0.388









(b) Kn = 0.194











(c) Kn = 0.0194,0










(d) Kn = 0.388










(e) Kn = 0.194











(f) Kn = 0.0194,0










(g) Kn = 0.388










(h) Kn = 0.194












(i) Kn = 0.0194,0
Figure 6.1: Blue: velocity profile of LBM; Red: velocity profile of exact solution at
τ = 0.6 and nz = 128. (a), (b) and (c) for W0 = 0.3545; (d), (e) and (f)
for W0 = 3.545; (g), (h) and (i) for W0 = 11.201.
Again, as we see in Figure (6.1), there is a strong agreement between the
predictions of the LBM and the exact solution of pulsatile flow. The effect of
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slip velocity is also the same as for two dimensions, for example in the differ-
ence in magnitude of slip velocities. These slip velocities are still reduced with
Kn = 0.0194, with the results that are very close to those for no-slip in the two-
dimensional simulation. It is clear also that the slip velocities with high frequency
W0 = 11.201 are still smaller than those with low frequency W0 = 0.3545 or middle
frequency W0 = 3.545, as in the 2D simulation. Again, every Womersley number
has a different maximum velocity which is the same in both 2D and 3D simula-
tions, so the smallest is again 0.008 at W0 = 11.201 and the largest around 1.8
at W0 = 0.355. The largest maximum velocity still does not have the power to
achieve the second order accuracy of the method, which is clear with W0 = 0.355
and τ = 6, where the second order accuracy occurs at all Kn.



























(a) Kn = 0.388



























(b) Kn = 0.194


























(c) Kn = 0.0194


























(d) Kn = 0
Figure 6.2: The number of periods at τ = 0.6 and W0 = 0.354.
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(a) Kn = 0.388

























(b) Kn = 0.194

























(c) Kn = 0.0194

























(d) Kn = 0
Figure 6.3: The number of periods at τ = 0.6 and W0 = 3.545.























(a) Kn = 0.388























(b) Kn = 0.194























(c) Kn = 0.0194























(d) Kn = 0
Figure 6.4: The number of periods at τ = 0.6 and W0 = 11.201.
Like in two dimensions, in the 3D simulation the convergence state with slip
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velocity depends on the number of periods, which is dependent upon W0, the grid
size, Kn and the relaxation time τ, as shown in Figures (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4). The
behaviour of the convergence state and the number of periods are the same as
in the two dimensional simulation. For example, the number of periods for the
velocity profile with low frequency W0 = 0.3545 are again always equal to two, as
seen in Figure (6.2), and that there are more than two periods with W0 = 11.201
and W0 = 3.545, as shown in Figures (6.3) and (6.4). The number of periods
for slip velocity are again less than that for velocity profile when relaxation time
τ = 6,0.6, W0 = 11.201 and W0 = 3.545, while again the number of periods for slip
velocity is larger than that for the velocity profile when τ = 0.06 for W0 = 11.201 and
W0 = 3.545, as shown in Table (6.5) (see p.101-102).
Furthermore, increase in relaxation time again leads to a decrease in the num-
ber of periods required to reach convergence state for velocity and slip velocity,
as seen in Table (6.5) (see p.101-102). Once more, at relaxation time τ = 0.06,
a decrease in Kn leads to a decrease in required periods to reach convergence
state in the case of velocity profile at W0 = 11.201 and W0 = 3.545, as seen in Table





















































(b) τ = 0.6









































































(e) τ = 0.6
























(f) τ = 0.06
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(g) τ = 0.6

























(h) τ = 0.06
Figure 6.5: The norm error in 3D. (a), (b), (c) for W0 = 0.3545 and (d), (e), (f) for













































(b) τ = 0.6








































































(e) τ = 0.6
























(f) τ = 0.06
























(g) τ = 0.6

























(h) τ = 0.06
Figure 6.6: The norm error for slip velocity in 3D. (a), (b), (c) for W0 = 0.3545 and
(d), (e), (f) for W0 = 3.545 and (g), (h) for W0 = 11.201.
In three dimensions, the numerical results and resulting error behaviour for
given W0, Kn are completely determined by the τ value. The examination of the
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error uses the same method as for two dimensions. Second-order convergence
is generally achieved, independent of W0 and Kn and τ and errors are in general
the same for large values of Kn and small relaxation time τ = 0.06,0.6 with low or
middle frequency, as seen Figure (6.5)(b), (c), (e) and (f). The errors are also the
same for each Kn and τ = 0.06,0.6 with W0 = 11.201 as shown in Figure (6.5)(g)
and (f).
Convergence behaviour for velocity profile in this three-dimensional Navier-
slip simulation is shown in Figure (6.5) and for slip velocity in Figure (6.6) for slip
velocity. The behaviour of the norm error in both is similar in 3D to in 2D, as
demonstrated the same Figures (6.5) for velocity profile and (6.6) for slip velocity.
For example, the value of the norm error in the velocity profile and slip velocity is
increased by increasing the relaxation time at each Womersley number, Kn and
grid size, as seen in those same Figures (6.5) and (6.6). Generally, the value of
the velocity norm error is larger than that in slip velocity at each relaxation time,
Womersley number, Kn and grid size, as shown in Figure (6.5) and Figure (6.6). At
relaxation time τ = 0.6 and low Womersley numbers the value of the norm error for
the velocity increases when the Kn increases, independent of grid size, as shown
in Figure (6.5)(a) and (b). For the slip velocities with the same relaxation time
range, it is noted that the norm error increases regardless of the Kn and grid size,
in the case of middle and high Womersley numbers, as shown (6.6)(e) and (g).
However, with large relaxation times such as τ = 6 with W0 = 0.3545, a decrease
in the Kn no longer affects the norm error for velocity, as demonstrated in Figure
(6.5)(a), whereas it does affect that in slip velocity, as seen in Figure (6.6)(a).
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Table 6.5: The relation between the Womersley numbers and the number of periods
for the norm error of velocity and slip velocity at different grid sizes, Ln and




To conclude, the numerical simulation of pulsatile flow in three dimensions has
been performed using the lattice Boltzmann method with moment-based bound-
ary conditions to implement no slip as well as Navier-slip conditions. Studies of
the grid convergence employed a diffusive scaling method, and the velocity pro-
file was computed for comparison with analytical solutions which are, in general,
excellent. Norm errors were also computed which showed that the method is
second-order for diffusive scaling in both no-slip and slip cases. Errors in the
computation of slip length were in general less than for the velocity overall.
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Chapter 7
Fully-developed flow in a three-
dimensional square duct
7.1 Introduction
Now we move on to consider duct flow in three dimensions, starting with fully-
developed flow which is driven by the body force in y-direction. The velocity pro-
file for this flow is examined and compared with the exact solutions for two di-
mensions. In this model, no-slip and Navier-slip boundary conditions are applied
at the South, North, East and West walls using moment-based boundary con-
ditions, and at the inlet and outlet by periodic boundary conditions, in a square
cross-section duct. These are used with second-order LBM in a three dimen-
sional square duct, in order to simulate laminar flow which is incompressible in two
regimes: the slip regime, where the dimensionless length slip is 0.001 < Kn < 0.1
and the transition regime, where 0.1 < Kn < 0.2. The convergence study is then








Figure 7.1: The square duct.
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7.2 The exact solutions for duct flow
7.2.1 The exact solution under no-slip boundary conditions
The exact solution with no-slip boundary condition [30] at the South, North, East
















where Gy = (2Ucνπ
3/16H2) in which H = nz is the height of the channel or compu-
tational grid size at z-direction, W = nx is the width of the channel or computational
grid size at x-direction and x = (2i/nx)− 1, z = (2l/nz)− 1 where i = 0, ...,nx and
l = 0, ...,nz.
Figure 7.2: The exact solution uy with no-slip boundary conditions.
7.2.2 The exact solution under Navier-slip boundary conditions

































, σu = 1 is a momentum accommodation coefficient, the
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dimensionless slip length is Kn =
ls
Dh
in which the length slip or mean free path is





















where βn are roots for βn tan(βn) =
1
A1βnKn
. The body force is Gy = (UcνDh
2). The
exact solution is similar to the exact solution in Khasawneh et. al [1].
Figure 7.3: The exact solution uy with Navier-slip boundary conditions.
The exact solution under no-slip and Navier-slip boundary conditions is in two
dimensions due to it being based only on x- and z-direction. Note that the exact
solution under no-slip and Navier-slip boundary conditions is independent of the
Reynolds number Re.
7.2.3 Duct flow under Navier-slip boundary conditions
In this application, moment-based boundary conditions are used on the four walls
at West, East, South and North to execute Navier-slip boundary conditions. Peri-
odic boundary conditions are applied at the inlet and outlet, and the flow is driven
by body force in y-direction. On the walls, the velocity in y-direction is assumed to
be slip velocity and to be zero velocity in the x- and z-direction, so
ux = uz = 0,uy = usy. (7.2.4)
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The body force is in y-direction F = (ρGx,ρGy,ρGz) = (0,ρGy,0), so,





































































ρuy = ρuy −
δt
2















































To find the unknown distribution functions at the South and North faces we
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use five moments which are:
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,




ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,









and the unknown distribution functions at the South face are
f 5, f 11, f 14, f 15, f 18. (7.2.8)
This system (7.2.7) is solved to find the unknown distribution functions at the
South face, which are
f 5 = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 6 +2 f 7 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +2 f 10 +2 f 12 +2 f 13+











































and the density is found from the known distribution functions
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 +2 f 6 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 +2 f 12 +2 f 13 +2 f 16 +2 f 17.
(7.2.10)
Now we have to find the slip velocity usy in the case of uy = uwall = usy and
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δyz +ρuyuz = 0 (7.2.11)
and

























We know that the slip velocity is proportional to the shear stress at the south wall
as explained in section (4.5), so us = ls∂nuwall n ≶ 0, and using the Chapman-








δyz +ρuyuz − τ
ρ
3
(∂yuz +∂zuy) =−µ∂zuy, (7.2.13)
so,





























f 15 − f 16 + f 17 − f 18
)
. (7.2.16)
At the South wall the shear stress is positive, so us = −ls∂nuwall, n > 0 and usy =
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f 15 − f 16 + f 17 − f 18
)
, (7.2.17)
and by substituting the distribution functions f 15 and f 18 into Eq (7.2.17), the final











The unknown distribution functions at the North face are found by again solving




Πyz, because shear stress is negative toward the North wall.
To find the unknown distribution functions at the East and West faces we use
another five moments which are
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,




ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,








The unknown distribution functions at the West face are
f 1, f 7, f 10, f 11, f 12 (7.2.20)
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which are found by solving system (7.2.19)
f 1 = f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +2 f 13 +2 f 14 +2 f 15











































and the density is found from the known distribution functions
ρ = f 0 +2 f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +2 f 13 +2 f 14 + f 15 + f 16 + f 17 + f 18.
(7.2.22)
The slip velocity at the West wall is again found by using the shear stress Πxy
and the relations Πxy = −µ∂yuwall and us = −
ls
µ
Πxy, because shear stress Πxy in-









δxy +ρuxuy + τ
−ρ
3




























f 7 − f 8 + f 9 − f 10
)
. (7.2.23)
By substituting the distribution functions f 7 and f 10 into Eq (7.2.23), the final form
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The unknown distribution functions at the East face are found by solving system




Πxy, because shear stress Πxy decreases toward the East wall.
To find the unknown distribution functions at the four edges, under moment
boundary conditions, we choose nine moments which in this case are




ρuy = ρuy −
δt
2
























































(ρGzux +uzρGx) = 0,






















































δxy +ρuxuy + τ
−ρ
3











δxz +ρuxuz + τ
−ρ
3
(∂xuz +∂zux) = 0, (7.2.27)
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Gx = 0, (7.2.29)
for more detail how we calculate the Qxyy see the Appendix (A). So, the nine-
moment system for the four edges will be
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,




ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,












Πxz = f 11 − f 12 + f 13 − f 14 = 0,









Qxyy = f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 = Πxyusy. (7.2.30)
As the example below uses the South West edge, we must note that at the West











Then, by solving the above system Eq (7.2.30) using Eq (7.2.31), the unknown
distribution functions at the either the South West or North West edges can be
found. For example, at the South West these are
f 1, f 5, f 7, f 10, f 11, f 12, f 14, f 15, f 18, (7.2.32)
so using Eqs (7.2.30) and (7.2.31), we find that the unknown distribution functions
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at the South West edge are
f 1 = f 2 +2 f 6 +4 f 13 +2 f 16 +2 f 17 −
ρ
3


































































































The density is found from the known distribution functions
ρ = f 0 +2 f 2 + f 3 + f 4 +2 f 6 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +4 f 13 +2 f 16 +2 f 17, (7.2.34)
and the slip velocity at the South wall is once again found using the shear stress
Πyz and the relations Πyz = −µ∂yuwall and us = −
ls
µ
Πyz, because again the shear
stress Πyz increases toward the South wall. The same procedure seen in the








ρGy + f 3 − f 4 +2 f 8 −2 f 9 +2 f 16 −2 f 17
)
. (7.2.35)
Moving on to the South East and North East edges, we now note again that at
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By solving the system of Eq (7.2.30) but now with Eq (7.2.36) we can find the
unknown distribution functions at either the South East or North East edges. For
example, the unknown distribution functions at South East edge are
f 2, f 5, f 8, f 9, f 11, f 13, f 14, f 15, f 18. (7.2.37)
which we solve using Eqs (7.2.30) and (7.2.36) to give the unknown distribution
functions at South East edge, which are










































































































The density is found from known distribution functions,
ρ = f 0 +2 f 1 + f 3 + f 4 +2 f 6 +2 f 7 +2 f 10 +4 f 12 +2 f 16 +2 f 17, (7.2.39)
and the slip velocity is found by following the same procedure used previously, but











ρGy − f 3 + f 4 −2 f 7 +2 f 10 −2 f 16 +2 f 17
)
. (7.2.40)
The moment boundary conditions under no-slip boundary conditions are again
obtained by set ux = uy = uz = 0 and following the same steps for moment bound-
ary conditions under Navier-slip boundary condition.
7.3 Simulation
In this simulation, we use diffusive scaling where the centreline velocity is Uc = 0.1.
The choice of grid sizes in x- and z-direction are nx = nz = 16,32,64,128 and the
grid sizes in y-direction is ny = 2. The aspect ratio is Ar = 1, so the hydrodynamic
diameter is Dh = H, and the flow is in y-direction. The velocity profile is examined
at the centreline of the channel i.e. at nx/2 and nz/2.
The convergence is then examined by calculating the norm error between the ve-
locity profile of the LBM and the velocity of the exact solution. A single relaxation
time method is used in this examination, for which three different relaxation times
are selected, namely: τ = 0.1,0.6,6. The norm error is defined as




∑ |uLBM (x,y,z)−uExact (x,y,z) |2, (7.3.1)
where the grid sizes in y-direction is ny = 2.
7.3.1 The results under no-slip boundary conditions
The velocity profile uy of the LBM agrees well with the exact solution detailed in
Eq (7.2.1) for various relaxation times as shown in Figures (7.4) to (7.6). At small
relaxation times the convergence starts at the small grid size of 32 as seen in Fig-
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ures (7.4) and (7.5), whereas at large relaxation times the convergence between
the velocity profile of the LBM uy and the exact solution needs a large grid size,
as shown in Figure (7.6). Also, the velocity profile uy shows zero velocity at the
boundary, which supports our assumption of no-slip boundary conditions at the
wall, as seen in Figures (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6).
(a) LBM (b) Exact solution












Figure 7.4: The velocity profile uy at τ = 0.1 and nx = nz = 32.
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(a) LBM (b) Exact solution












Figure 7.5: The velocity profile uy at τ = 0.6 and nx = nz = 32.
(a) LBM (b) Exact solution











(c) nx = nz = 32











(d) nx = nz = 128
Figure 7.6: The velocity uy at τ = 6.
Changes in the relaxation time do not affect the peak or value of the velocity
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profile, which is clear from Figures (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6). As the relaxation time
indicates the Reynolds number, and therefore when changing the relaxation time
we are also changing the Reynolds number, and changes in the relaxation time
do not affect the velocity profile, the results are independent of Reynolds number
as the exact solution shows.
The velocity profile ux at the nz/2 , ny/2 in x-direction and uz at the nx/2, ny/2 in
z-direction are very small and symmetrical at each relaxation time, and closely
match the assumption that the velocity in x- and z-directions is zero. As an ex-
ample, Figures (7.7) and (7.8) show a very small velocity profile with ux and uz
at τ = 0.6, respectively. Moreover, Figures (7.7)(a) and (7.8)(a) do indicate weak
secondary flows and show similarity in z- and x-directions.
(a) LBM













Figure 7.7: The velocity profile ux at τ = 0.6, nz/2 , ny/2 and ny = 2, nz = 32.
(a) LBM













Figure 7.8: The velocity profile uz at τ = 0.6, nx/2 , ny/2 and ny = 2, nx = 32.
By doubling the grid sizes nz and nx and using diffusive scaling, we reduce the
norm error between the velocity profile of the LBM and the exact solution, at each
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relaxation time, as demonstrated in Figure (7.9). In general, at various relax-
ation times, the accuracy of the norm error is of second-order, which agrees with
the accuracy of moment-based boundary conditions. Furthermore, decreases in
relaxation time lead to a decrease in the value of the norm error.


























Figure 7.9: The norm error between the velocity profile of LBM and the exact
solution at different relaxation time τ with no-slip boundary condition.
7.3.2 The results under Navier-slip boundary condition
The velocity profile of the LBM uy closely matches the exact solution obtained from
Eq (7.2.2) under Navier-slip boundary conditions, at different relaxation times and
Kn, as seen in Figures (7.10), (7.11) and (7.12). At each Kn the velocity profile uy
of the LBM with a small relaxation time τ = 0.1,0.6 needs a grid size of around nz =
nx = 32 to be in agreement with the exact solution, while with a large relaxation
time τ = 6 a grid size around nz = 128 is required as seen in Figures (7.10), (7.11)
and (7.12). Thus, the velocity profile uy of the LBM with a small relaxation time
τ = 0.1,0.6 converges to the the exact solution faster than it does with a large
relaxation time τ = 6.
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(a) LBM, Kn = 0.2 (b) Exact solution, Kn = 0.2












(c) Kn = 0.2
(a) LBM, Kn = 0.1 (b) Exact solution, Kn = 0.1












(c) Kn = 0.1
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(d) LBM, Kn = 0.05 (e) Exact solution, Kn = 0.05













(f) Kn = 0.05
(g) LBM, Kn = 0.01 (h) Exact solution, Kn=0.01














(i) Kn = 0.01
Figure 7.10: The velocity profile uy at τ = 0.1 and nz = nx=32.
The influence of the dimensionless length slip Kn is clear in Figure (7.10)
where the decrease in Kn leads to a decrease in the slip velocity at the wall and
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the peak or maximum velocity profile, which happens at each relaxation time and
Kn, as shown in Figures (7.11) and (7.12).
(a) LBM, Kn = 0.2 (b) Exact solution, Kn=0.2












(c) Kn = 0.2
(d) LBM, Kn = 0.1 (e) Exact solution, Kn = 0.1












(f) Kn = 0.1
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(g) LBM, Kn = 0.05 (h) Exact solution, Kn = 0.05













(i) Kn = 0.05
(j) LBM, Kn = 0.01 (k) Exact solution, Kn = 0.01














(l) Kn = 0.01
Figure 7.11: The velocity profile uy at τ = 0.6 and nx = nz = 32.
Variation of the relaxation time does not change the value of velocity profile at
each Kn i.e. the value of velocity profile is the same at different relaxation time
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τ = 0.1,0.6,6. This confirms that the results or velocity profiles are independent
of the Reynolds number, because the relaxation time is related to the Reynolds
number Re and a change in relaxation time therefore leads to a change in the
Reynolds number Re. This is noticeable in Figures (7.10), (7.11) and (7.12).
(a) LBM (b) Exact solution












(c) Kn = 0.01, ux = uz = 32












(d) Kn = 0.01,ux = uz = 128
Figure 7.12: The velocity profile uy at τ = 6 and Kn = 0.01.
The velocity ux and uz are very small and symmetrical at each relaxation time
and Kn. They closely match the assumption that the velocity in x- and z-direction
is zero. For instance, ux at the nz/2 , ny/2 in the x-direction and uz at the nx/2 ,
ny/2 in the z-direction are both very small at each relaxation time and Kn, such
as at τ = 0.6 and Kn = 0.1, as seen in Figures (7.13) and (7.14). The velocity
ux and uz under Navier-slip boundary conditions are smaller than the velocity ux
and uz under no-slip boundary conditions, as shown in Figures (7.13) and (7.14),
and Figures (7.7) and (7.8), respectively. Again, Figures (7.13) (a) and (7.14) (a)
indicate weak secondary flows and show similarity in x- and z- directions. The Kn
only has a slight effect on ux and uz, shown by the closeness of values of ux and
uz at Kn = 0.1 are those at Kn = 0.01, as seen in Figures (7.13)(b) and (7.14)(b) for














(b) Kn = 0.1
Figure 7.13: The velocity ux at τ = 0.6, Kn = 0.1 , nz/2 , ny/2 and ny = 2,nz = 32.
(a) LBM










(b) Kn = 0.1
Figure 7.14: The velocity uz at τ = 0.6, Kn = 0.1 , nx/2 , ny/2 and ny = 2,nx = 32.
(a) LBM












(b) Kn = 0.01

















(b) Kn = 0.01
Figure 7.16: The velocity uz at τ = 0.6, Kn = 0.01 , nx/2 , ny/2 and ny = 2,nx = 32.
Using a single relaxation time with diffusive scaling gives a second order ac-
curacy for the norm error at different τ and Kn, and agrees well with the accuracy
of moment boundary conditions with the second order of LBM, as seen in Figure
(7.17). The value of the norm error is affected by two factors, τ and Kn. A change
in Kn leads to a change in the value of the norm error at each τ, as seen in Figure
(7.17). A decrease in τ produces a decrease in the norm error at each Kn as
seen in Figure (7.17)(a) and (b). Note also that the norm errors are the same with
small τ = 0.1 and small grid sizes, as shown in Figure (7.17) (c).






















(a) τ = 6
























(b) τ = 0.6
























(c) τ = 0.1
Figure 7.17: The norm error at different τ and Kn.
7.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the numerical simulation of duct flow in three dimensions has been
presented using the lattice Boltzmann method with moment-based boundary con-
ditions, which were used to implement two conditions at the wall: no-slip and
Navier-slip. Grid convergence studies were performed using diffusive scaling.
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Here, the Reynolds and the lattice relaxation parameters were all kept constant.
The velocity profile was evaluated and compared with the analytical solutions.
Also, norm errors were calculated and the method was shown to be of second
order for diffusive scaling for both no-slip and Navier-slip conditions. This model
or simulation concludes that the velocity profile of LBM and the exact solution
are independent of the Reynolds number Re under both no-slip and Navier-slip
boundary conditions. This simulation represents the first stage of the validation
of a three dimensional model of duct flow.
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Chapter 8
Pressure-driven 2D and 3D flows
in micro-channels.
8.1 Literature review for Lattice Boltzmann method and micro-channels.
Micro-channels or micro devices are channels where the fluid flow channels have
internal dimensions in the range of 1mm and 1µm. The fluid flow in macro de-
vices is diverse from micro devices, because in macro devices the Navier-Stokes
equations are founded on a continuum flow model and derived for small Knudsen
numbers kn which are defined as the ratio of the molecular mean free path to
characteristic length. This means the Navier-Stokes equations are founded with
generally no-slip boundary conditions. Whilst, in micro devices the phenomenon
of rarefaction is important and indicated by the Knudsen number. As the kn in-
creases, this phenomenon becomes more apparent, resulting in a situation when
flow rate and other parameters cannot be predicted using the continuum flow
model [33].
Also, diverse flow phenomena has been noticed on micro scales, including
compressibility and slip flow. The compressibility effect is clear and particularly
apparent with high pressure. The compression occurs when the particles press
or squeeze together and the rarefaction happens when the particles expand and
have extra space. Thus, the rarefaction is the opposite, leading to a reduction in
density and pressure.
The presence of slip velocity at the wall or the boundary causes a high flow
rate in micro devices and this flow rate is higher than flow rate with no-slip bound-
ary condition. Previously, slip velocity was described by Maxwell [43] who defined
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it as proportional to the rate of shear stress at the wall. The transition from con-
tinuum regime to slip or transition regime happens by increasing the Knudsen
number. Hence, the Knudsen number divided the fluid regime into four regimes
(continuum, slip, transition and free molecular regime). The slip regime is located
in the regime which Knudsen number is between 0.001 < kn < 0.1.
The Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) is one which uses equipment
that has a length of between 1mm and 1µm. MEMSs have many applications in
different areas [32], [17], [35], [61].
Among the various available methods, the LBM is considered attractive to
study micro-flows because of its kinetic origin, its simple structure and its low-
cost computation. In addition, the lattice Boltzmann method is easily performed
on a parallel computer. There are many authors who have studied fluid or gas flow
in micro-channels, as well as the effects of rarefaction and compressibility on the
velocity, pressure, temperature and friction factor, using many types of boundary
condition at various Knudsen numbers and aspect ratios. Some of these authors
have used the lattice Boltzmann method, and some of them other methods. Some
examples of these studies are discussed below.
The LBM to simulate rarefied gas flow in micro-channels between two parallel
plates has been studied by Nie [49] et. al using halfway bounce back bound-
ary condition. When they compared their simulation results with the experiments
they found that the nonlinear pressure and the slip velocity have quadratic depen-
dent on the Knudsen number. Also, they applied LBM to simulate micro-cavity
flow. They used the non-dimensional relationship between the relaxation time
and Knudsen number, kn = a
τ −0.5
ρH
, where H is the height of the channel and is
equal to 10 and a is a constant which is chosen as a best constant or value to
compare the numerical results with the experiment data. ρ is the density of fluid
and 0.5 comes from the Boltzmann equation discretisation by using finite differ-
ence scheme. Arkilic [3] et. al executed studies for gaseous flow in a 2D long
micro-channel with a little rarefaction through the micro-channel and presented
an analytical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations with first-order slip bound-
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ary condition, pressure and velocity profiles at low Knudsen numbers. Their stud-
ies show the compressibility and non continuum effects in long micro-channels.
Also, they compared their analytical solutions with the experimental data and the
agreement was good.
Lim [40] performed a study for 2D isothermal micro-channel flow driven by
pressure using specular bounce back boundary condition and the extrapolation
boundary condition at the wall. The extrapolation boundary condition is based on
the assumption that the unknown distribution functions at the wall are estimated
to their equilibrium distribution functions i.e. fi = f
0
i . To calculate f
0
i they used
second order polynomial extrapolation to calculate or find the density and the
velocity. Also, they used equilibrium boundary condition to calculate or estimate
the unknown distribution functions at the inlet and outlet by fixing the density and
extrapolating the velocity i.e. fi = f
0
i . Their results for the pressure distribution
and slip velocity profiles agree better with the experimental data than with Arkilic’s
results for analytical solutions.
Lee and Lin [38] simulated the rarefaction and compressibility effects of gas
flow in two dimensional micro-channels using second order LBM and derived the
relationship between the Knudsen number and relaxation time. They used equi-
librium boundary condition which is similar to diffusive boundary condition which
was presented by Ansumali and Karlin [2]. Lee and Lin assume the distribution
functions to their equilibrium values at boundary fi = f
0
i for all i. They evaluated
the equilibrium distribution functions using a bounce-back boundary condition, the
velocity of the wall and density at the grid point which is obtained by giving zero
mass flux over the boundary. These boundary conditions leads to set the tan-
gential and normal velocities to zero.And they obtained slip velocity from half-way
bounce back boundary condition, their slip length equal to δx/2. This means they
do not have explicit constraint or form for slip velocity at the wall. Also, they used
the Knudsen number based upon the pressure, which is called local Knudsen
number, and the well-known relationship between Knudsen number and relax-
ation time in micro-flow. Their pressure deviation and slip velocity showed good
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agreement with Arkilic et. al [3].
Jeong et. al [33] used the second order LBM model to study the rarefaction
and the compressibility for slip flow in a three dimensional rectangular micro-
channel. They used local Knudsen number and the relationship between the
Knudsen number and relaxation time. Additionally, they used the equilibrium
boundary condition and applied the same method or procedure which was pre-
sented by Lee and Lin [38] to obtain equilibrium distribution functions without any
particular treatment for slip velocity at the wall. They studied the effect of slip
velocity, aspect ratio and Knudsen number on pressure deviation. The aspect ra-
tio was between one and seven and three values of Knudsen number were used
(0.025, 0.05 and 0.1). Their limited case agreed well with analytical solutions for
flow between two parallel plates.
Some authors used a combination of bounce back and specular-reflection
conditions, a combination based on the reflection coefficient r to determine the
slip velocity at the wall rather than determine specific form for slip velocity. For
instance, Succi [65] studied the effects of slip motion on a solid wall using a com-
bination of bounce back and specular-reflection conditions and clarified that slip
velocity is affected by the bounce back coefficient Knudsen number. A reflection
coefficient range of was used 0 ≤ r ≤ 0.01 and it was reported that the slip mo-
tion takes place at reflection coefficient of r < 0.01 . Sbragaglia and Succi [59]
applied gas flow in micro channels and studied the rarefaction and compressibil-
ity effects using bounce back scheme with r = 0.95, centre channel velocity 0.01
and 0 < Kn < 0.8 range. They accomplished a simulation in three dimensions with
D3Q19 lattice and their analytical results matched perfectly with experimental data
in range 0.1 < r < 1. They produced a form of kinetic boundary conditions based
on accommodation coefficient, reflection and slip.
Tang et. al. [68] related the relaxation time with Knudsen number. Also, they
used kinetic boundary conditions, specifically modified bounce back, to get no-
slip boundary condition, as well as a combination of kinetic boundary conditions,
specifically bounce back, and the specular reflection boundary condition to get
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slip velocity which was also used in their 2004 study [67] in which they found that
the best value of a reflection coefficient r to get excellent agreement with Arkilic’s
solutions for velocity, pressure and slip is 0.7. They simulated Poiseuille, Couette
and cavity flow in two dimensional micro-channels between two parallel plates.
In the Poiseuille simulation the velocity at the inlet was 0.001, the aspect ratio
between the height and width was 10 and the friction constant was from the first
and second orders. In general, their numerical results are in good agreement with
the analytical solutions.
Gou et. al [21] studied the physical symmetry, special accuracy and relaxation
time on LBGK model for micro-gas channels in slip and transition regime, using
Maxwell’s diffuse boundary condition. They discussed and reported that the wall
effects should be considered when looking at relaxation time in the LBE model
for gas flow in micro-channels. Guo and Zheng et. al [22] proposed a multiple
relaxation time (MRT) lattice Boltzmann model to simulate the Poiseuille and Cou-
ette in two dimensional micro-channels using a combination of bounce back and
specular-reflection conditions at the the wall and periodic boundary condition at
the inlet and outlet. They found out the relaxation time has to relate to the bound-
ary condition to get the generalise solution for the Navier-Stokes equations. This
relation is similar to the known relation which is between the relaxation time with
Knudsen number.
Verhaeghe [71] et. al displayed a simulation using MRT lattice Boltzmann
model for micro channels where the gas flow is in slip and transition regime.
They used first order slip boundary conditions at the walls and pressure boundary
condition at the inlet and outlet to simulate a Poiseuille flow. They used a linear
combination of bounce-back and diffusive boundary conditions, which is based
on the diffusive scattering term β ∈ [0,1] in order to determine the slip velocity.
In addition, they needed to know the wall velocity in the analytical solution of the
lattice Boltzmann model to adjust the diffusive scattering term β . Their results are
in close agreement with the information-preservation direction simulation Monte
Carlo (IP-DSMC) and direction simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) and Navier-slip
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velocity in slip regime. However, these results are in disagreement with IP-DSMC
and DSMC in the transition regime although they do still in agreement with Navier-
slip velocity in the transition regime. As a result, this combination of boundary
conditions does not set an exact value for slip velocity.
Reis and Deller [58] simulate two dimensional rarefied flow between two paral-
lel plate in slip and transition regimes. They used second order lattice Boltzmann
Method with moment based boundary conditions to implement Navier-slip bound-
ary condition at the wall in order to determine the exact value of first order slip
velocity with fixed slip length. Also, they used pressure boundary conditions at
the inlet and outlet. They examined the velocity profile and pressure deviation at
aspect ratio = 0.01 and various Knudsen number (0.388,0.194,0.0194), and pres-
sure ratio (2,1.4,1.01). Their results is in excellent agreement with the analytical
solution and the error was approximately of second order at Knudsen number
0.194, and pressure ratio 2.
Other authors have analysed the fully developed velocity profiles and friction
factor of the hydrodynamic entrance region of micro-channels in the slip regime.
Some of these used non Lattice Boltzmann Method and are detailed as follows.
Moroni and Spiga [46] investigated slip flow in two-dimensional rectangular micro-
channels to examine flow which is laminar, steady-state and hydro-dynamically
developed, for Newtonian fluids in slip regime. Moroni et. al [47] studied the rar-
efaction effect of gas flow and the impact of Knudsen number and aspect ratio on
the friction factor. Additionally, they examined the effect of rarefaction on pressure
drop in rectangular, trapezoidal and double trapezoidal silicon micro-channels, for
incompressible flow in slip regime. They pointed out the rarefaction effect on the
friction factor is stronger for small aspect ratios because the definition of Knudsen
number is based on the hydraulic diameter Dh.
Li et. al. [39] used experimental and numerical study to examine entrance ef-
fects for flow characteristic in micro-channels. They reported that the the friction
constant becomes larger in short channels, when the entrance effect becomes
an interesting factor.
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Duan and Muzychka [15], [16] proposed a model to examine apparent friction
factor and Reynolds number product in non-circular micro-channels for fully de-
veloped and developing slip flow. This was created based on the accommodation
coefficient, cross section of the channel, Knudsen number and channel geometry,
which together presents 10 percent accuracy for the most common duct shapes.
They reported that the fappRe is a finite value. Moreover, they suggested a model
for the prediction of pressure distribution and mass flow rate based on their study
of the effect of compressibility on slip flow within non-circular micro-channels [15].
They also constructed a further model for fappRe in non-circular micro-channels
for the development of continuum flow and slip flow. This model is dependent on
accommodation coefficient and Knudsen number, rather than the cross section of
the channel or aspect ratio ε [16]. These models are considered available data
for use in engineering the laminar entrance region of rectangular micro-channel.
Other authors have used the Lattice Boltzmann method such as Niya et. al
[41] to study numerically the fully-developed velocity profiles and friction factor,
presenting the fully developed velocity profiles at the entrance of rectangular duct
micro-channels in three dimensions. They used incompressible lattice Boltzmann
LBGK model with a combination of bounce back and reflection boundary condi-
tions at the wall to determine the slip velocity, using a reflection coefficient equal
to r = 0.7 . They applied velocity boundary condition at the inlet, and pressure
boundary condition at the outlet implemented by non-equilibrium extrapolation
scheme. They used Knudsen number, Reynolds number and aspect ratio ranges
to study the effect of these parameters on the fully developed velocity profiles as
well as the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product ( fappRe) at the
hydrodynamic entrance length in slip regime. Additionally, they compared the nu-
merical results of fappRe from LBM with the exact solution [15] and finite volume
methods. They concluded that the apparent friction factor and Reynolds num-
ber product has a finite value at the entrance and decreases with the increase of
Knudsen number.
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8.2 Overview of this chapter
In this chapter, we present results obtained using a Lattice Boltzmann model
(LBM) to simulate rarefaction and compressibility effects for two and three-dimensional
flows in micro-channels. Moment-based boundary conditions are used to imple-
ment Navier-slip boundary conditions on the walls and pressure boundaries are
used to drive the flow. The results are compared with the results which are dis-
played in the literature above, some of which were obtained using the lattice Boltz-
mann model with boundary conditions such as the combination of bounce back
and reflection boundary condition based on estimation of some parameters in
order to determine the slip velocity at the wall. In contrast to these studies men-
tioned, the moment based boundary conditions work on a determination of the
exact value of slip velocity, in order to implement Navier-slip boundary condition.
For the simulations, we use a second-order single relaxation time model and
investigate convergence behaviour of the model. The effect of the Knudsen num-
ber kn0, aspect ratio ε between the height and length, aspect ratio Ar between the
height and width and pressure ratio Λpr between the inlet and outlet on velocity,
slip velocity, pressure deviation and the mass flow are all investigated.
In these simulations we use second order LBM. Relaxation time is generally
defined as τ = ν/c2s = 3ν , but in micro-flow the relaxation time is related to the




is the speed lattice, and slip length or mean free path is related to the
Knudsen number as relation kn =
ls
H
, so the slip length is ls = Hkn. These re-
lations lead to a definition of the Knudsen number as kn =
τc
H
. In this case the







LBM simulation, the Mach number Ma should be kept small and the macroscopic
relation between kn, Ma and Re is kn ∝
Ma
Re
. The LBM accuracy is second order
with regards to Mach number and also time and space and the reference velocity
is the centreline velocity for viscous flow between parallel plates with constant





and it is fixed at Uc = 0.0625 where L is the length
of the channel. The density at the outlet ρ0 is 1.
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8.2.1 The exact solution for 2D and 3D
The exact solution under Navier-slip conditions at ux = us = ls|duxdy | at y = 0,H was


















in which σu = 1 is a momentum accommodation coefficient,










pressure at the outlet and H is the height of the channel. To keep the viscosity



























is the pressure at the inlet. The normalized
pressure deviation is δp =
(p− plin)
p
, where plin = p0+(1− x)(pin − p0) is the linear












8.3.1 The boundary conditions in two dimensions
In this simulation, moment-based boundary conditions are used to implement
Navier-slip boundary conditions on the South and North walls and pressure bound-
ary conditions at the inlet and outlet as seen in Figure (8.1) and follows
8.3.1.1 Navier-Slip boundary condition
At the outset we assume the slip velocity us is tangential velocity which is in
x-direction and the vertical velocity is zero, so, uy = 0,ux = us. The tangential










+ ρu2s . In pressure-driven slip flow, the non-equilibrium tangen-
tial momentum flux tensor Π1xx ≃ ∂xux is not zero at the wall due to changes
in the pressure gradient, streamwise [58]. However, Π1xx is approximated as
zero under small Mach number conditions because we neglected the third term
of Π1xx: see section (3.2) for clarification. The system is created by selecting
three independent moments from Table (8.1) and assuming the constraints so
that ρux = ρus, ρuy = 0, Πyy =
ρ
3





Moments Combination at the North boundary Combination at the South boundary
ρ ,ρuy,Πyy f4 + f7 + f8 f2 + f5 + f6
ρux,Πxy,Qxyy f8 − f7 f5 − f6
Πxx,Qxxy,Rxxyy f8 + f7 f5 + f6
Table 8.1: Moments at the North and South boundaries.
The system is
ρux = f 1 + f 5 + f 8 −
(
f 3 + f 6 + f 7
)
= ρus,
ρuy = f 2 + f 5 + f 6 −
(
f 4 + f 7 + f 8
)
= 0,
Πxx = f 1 + f 5 + f 8 +
(






The unknown distribution functions at the South wall are f 2, f 6 and f 5. Solving
system (8.3.1) then gives
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f 2 = f 1 + f 3 + f 4 +2
(
























Again, as defined in previous chapters, the slip velocity is proportional to the
shear stress at the wall Πxy = −µ∂yuwall, n = y = n ≷ 0 and the momentum flux
tensor Πxy consists of equilibrium momentum flux Π
0







Therefore, Πxy =−µ∂yuwall,n = y = n ≷ 0 and us =−
ls
µ





















f 5 − f 6 + f 7 − f 8
)
. (8.3.6)
The slip velocity at the South wall is found by substituting the unknown distribu-
tion functions in Eq (8.3.6) and using the relation us =−
ls
µ
Πxy because the shear





f 1 − f 3 +2 f 8 −2 f 7
)
(8.3.7)
where ls is the slip length.
The unknown distribution functions at the North wall are f 4, f 7 and f 8. Solving
system (8.3.1) we get
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f 4 = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 +2
(
























where ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 3 + 2
(
f 2 + f 5 + f 6
)
is found from the definition of the den-
sity and ρuy. As defined in previous chapters, the slip velocity is proportional to
the shear stress at the wall us = ls∂yuwall thus, us = −
ls
µ
Πxy, and from Chapman-








δxy +ρuxuy + τ
−ρ
3














f 1 − f 3 +2 f 5 −2 f 6
)
, (8.3.12)
where ls is the slip length.
8.3.1.2 Pressure boundary conditions
The unknown distribution functions for the West and East boundaries are found by
solving a system determined by three independents moments which are selected
from Table (8.2). Here we have chosen the three independent moments ρ , ρuy






Moments Combination at the West boundary Combination at the East boundary
ρ ,ρux,Πxx f1 + f5 + f8 f3 + f6 + f7
ρuy,Qxxy,Πxy f5 − f8 f6 − f7
Πyy,Qxyy,Rxxyy f8 + f8 f6 + f7
Table 8.2: Moments at the West and East boundaries.
The system is therefore:
ρ = f 0 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 6 + f 7 +
(
f 1 + f 5 + f 8
)
,
ρuy = f 2 + f 5 + f 6 −
(
f 4 + f 7 + f 8
)
= 0,
Πyy = f 2 + f 5 + f 6 +
(






The unknown distribution functions at the West boundary are f 1, f 5 and f 8. So,
system (8.3.13) is solved thus












where ρin is the density at the inlet. The unknown distribution functions at the
East boundary are f 3, f 6 and f 7. Again we solve system (8.3.13), to get












where ρ0 is the density at the outlet. There are five unknown distribution functions
at the corner, thus we need to choose five independent moments. Here we have










ρ = f 0 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 6 + f 7 +
(
f 1 + f 5 + f 8
)
,
ρux = f 1 + f 5 + f 8 −
(
f 3 + f 6 + f 7
)
= ρus,
ρuy = f 2 + f 5 + f 6 −
(
f 4 + f 7 + f 8
)
= 0,
Πxx = f 1 + f 5 + f 8 +
(






Πyy = f 2 + f 5 + f 6 +
(






By solving this system the unknown distribution functions at the South West cor-
ner f 1, f 2, f 5, f 6, f 8 will be



































because the shear stress is positive toward the South wall as explained in section

























f 0 +2 f 3 +2 f 4 +4 f 7 −ρ
)
. (8.3.19)
The unknown distribution functions at the South East corner are found by solving
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plained in section (8.3.1.1), because the shear stress is positive toward the South
wall . The unknown distribution functions at the North West corner are found by
solving system (8.3.16) to get































The slip velocity is found by using the relations Πxy = −(−µ∂yuwall) and us =
ls
µ












f 0 +2 f 2 +2 f 3 +4 f 6 −ρ
)
. (8.3.21)
The unknown distribution functions at the North East corner f 3, f 4, f 6, f 7, f 8 are
found by again solving system (8.3.16) and the slip velocity is calculated using the
relations Πxy =−(−µ∂yuwall) and us =
ls
µ
Πxy because the shear stress is negative
toward the North wall.
8.3.2 Simulation
8.3.2.1 The velocity profile
Figures (8.2) to (8.5) show an excellent agreement between the velocity profiles
and the exact solutions at different heights H, Knudsen numbers kn0, aspect ra-
tios ε = L/H and Λpr. Moreover, the velocity profiles are convergent with exact
solutions from H = 20 at each Knudsen number kn0. However, a change in the
Knudsen number kn0 and aspect ratio ε does have an effect at each height where
the decrease of Knudsen number kn0 leads to a decrease in both the slip velocity
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and the maximum velocity. Also, increasing the pressure ratio leads to an in-
crease in the slip velocity and maximum velocity as shown in Figures (8.3) and
(8.5).












(a) kn0 = 0.1 and L/H =
20












(b) kn0 = 0.05 and
L/H = 40













(c) kn0 = 0.025 and
L/H = 80
Figure 8.2: The velocity profiles at H = 20 and Λpr = 2 in 2D. Blue circle: velocity
profiles of LBM; Red line: exact solution.












(a) kn0 = 0.1 and L/H =
20












(b) kn0 = 0.05 and
L/H = 40













(c) kn0 = 0.025 and
L/H = 80
Figure 8.3: The velocity profiles at H = 50 and Λpr = 2 in 2D. Blue circle: velocity
profiles of LBM; Red line: exact solution.












(a) kn0 = 0.1 and L/H =
20












(b) kn0 = 0.05 and
L/H = 40













(c) kn0 = 0.025 and
L/H = 80
Figure 8.4: The velocity profiles at H = 100 and Λpr = 2 in 2D. Blue circle: the
velocity profiles of LBM; Red line: the exact solution.
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(a) kn0 = 0.1 and L/H =
20










(b) kn0 = 0.05 and
L/H = 40











(c) kn0 = 0.025 and
L/H = 80
Figure 8.5: The velocity profiles at H = 50 and Λpr = 2.5, in 2D. Blue circle: the
velocity profiles of LBM; Red line: the exact solution.
8.3.2.2 The pressure deviation
Figure (8.6) shows that rarefaction increases exactly as Arkilic’s exact solution
suggests [3] and there is also good agreement between the pressure deviation of
the LBM and Arkilic’s exact solution [3] with Λpr = 2 and aspect ratio L/H = 20,
L/H = 40 and L/H = 80 for kn0 = 0.1, kn0 = 0.05 and kn0 = 0.025, respectively.
However, rarefaction increases slightly compared with the exact solution from
Arkilic [3] with Λpr = 2.5 and aspect ratio L/H = 20, L/H = 40 and L/H = 80 for
kn0 = 0.1, kn0 = 0.05 and kn0 = 0.025, respectively, but matches exactly with his
solution [3] with Λpr = 2.5 and aspect ratio L/H = 40, L/H = 80 and L/H = 160
for kn0 = 0.1, kn0 = 0.05 and kn0 = 0.025 respectively, as seen in Figures (8.7) and
(8.8). The value of the pressure deviation is increased by increasing the pressure
ratio as shown in Figures (8.6)(b) and (8.7). The change of height does not affect
the agreement or rarefaction between the pressure deviation of the LBM and
the exact solution with Λpr = 2, and this means H = 20 is enough to obtain the
convergence between the pressure deviation of the LBM and the exact solution
Λpr = 2 as shown in Figure (8.6), while a decrease in kn0 leads to a increase in

























































































(c) H = 100
Figure 8.6: The pressure deviation at Λpr = 2, kn0 = 0.1 with L/H = 20, kn0 = 0.05



























(a) H = 50
Figure 8.7: The pressure deviation at Λpr = 2.5, kn0 = 0.1 with L/H = 20, kn0 = 0.05





























(a) H = 50 ,Λpr = 2.5 L/H start from 40
Figure 8.8: The pressure deviation at Λpr = 2.5, kn0 = 0.1 with L/H = 40, kn0 = 0.05
and L/H = 80, kn0 = 0.025 and L/H = 160, in 2D.
It is clear from Figure (8.9)(a) that the pressure deviation in this present work,
which is based on moment boundary conditions, agrees well with the analytical
solution of Arkilic at H = 50, kn0 = 0.1, kn0 = 0.05 and kn0 = 0.025 with Λpr = 2.
Lee and Lin [38] presented that rarefaction is slightly decreased at kn0 = 0.1 with
L/H = 20 and is slightly increased at kn0 = 0.025 with L/H = 80 with Λpr = 2, using
wall equilibrium boundary condition. Figure (8.9)(b) and (c) illustrates that the
present pressure deviation at kn0 = 0.05,0.1 has a stronger agreement with the
analytical solution of Arkilic at H = 50 than that presented by Lim et. al [40] using
two kinds of boundary conditions: specular and extrapolation. Furthermore, their
peak of pressure deviation was deviated at the outlet more than Arkilic’s because
they were interested "in a more rarefied sense" et. al [40] (p.2304) and they



































(a) H = 50




















(b) H = 50, kn0 = 0.05



















(c) H = 50, kn0 = 0.1
Figure 8.9: Comparison of the pressure deviation between the present work and
the other authors at Λpr = 2, in 2D.
8.3.2.3 Slip velocity
Figures (8.10) and (8.11) demonstrate that slip velocity with H = 20 is very close
to the slip velocity with H = 50. The present slip velocity with H = 50 accords with
that of Arkilic at different kn0 and at kn0 = 0.1 and it accords with slip velocity of
Arkilic more than that of Lee. Moreover, the slip velocities obtained by Lim et. al
are much lower than those obtained by either Arkilic, Lee or the present work at
kn0 = 0.05 as seen in Figure (8.12). The excellent agreement of the present study
is due to the moment boundary condition used in this model and its consequent
determination of the exact value of slip velocity. A decrease in the kn0 causes a
decrease in the slip velocity. In addition, slip velocity is increased by increasing
the pressure, and this is shown in Figures (8.10)(b) and (8.11).
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(a) H = 20















(b) H = 50










kn0 = 0.1 present
Lee
Arkilic
kn0 = 0.05 present
Lee
Arkilic
kn0 = 0.025 present
Lee
Arkilic
(c) H = 50 Lee and Arkilic
Figure 8.10: The slip velocity at Λpr = 2 with kn0 = 0.1 for L/H = 20, kn0 = 0.05 for
L/H = 40 and kn0 = 0.025 for L/H = 80,in 2D, ( c ) red: Arkilic and
black: Lee.













(a) H = 50
Figure 8.11: The slip velocity at Λpr = 2.5 with kn0 = 0.1 for L/H = 40, kn0 = 0.05
for L/H = 80 and kn0 = 0.025 for L/H = 160, in 2D.















(a) kn0 = 0.05














(b) kn0 = 0.1
Figure 8.12: Comparison of the slip velocity between our present work and the




The mass flow of the LBM with moment-based boundary conditions is conserved
and is the same at both the inlet and the outlet at each H, kn0 , Λpr and ε. The mass
flow is not greatly affected by changing the height H at each kn0, as is illustrated
in Table (8.3). However, it is affected by changing the kn0 at each H and Λpr as
Table(8.3) shows, in addition to showing that changes in pressure reduce mass
flow.




H = 20 , Λpr = 2 0.05388 0.05
0.0494 0.025
0.0629 0.1
H = 50 , Λpr = 2 0.05396 0.05
0.04948 0.025
0.0529 0.1
H = 50 , Λpr = 2.5 0.04596 0.05
0.0427 0.025
Table 8.3: The relation between mass flow and kn0 in 2D.
8.3.2.5 Norm error L2
The numerical norm error for velocity profile at the outlet is first order Λpr = 2 with
kn0 = 0.1 for L/H = 20, kn0 = 0.05 for L/H = 40 and kn0 = 0.025 for L/H = 80. For
slip velocity, the numerical norm error is also second order with kn0 = 0.1,0.05 and
small grid size, and first order with large grid size, kn0 = 0.1,0.05 and kn0 = 0.025
at Λpr = 2. Thus, we estimate the error to be first order at various Λpr, H, kn0 and
ε. The convergence study is based on a calculation of the numerical norm error
between H = 20,40,80,160 with H f ine = 320. The error for slip velocity is decreased
by decreasing kn0 as seen in Figure (8.13)(b).
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(a) velocity profile ux























(b) slip velocity profile us
Figure 8.13: The norm error at Λpr = 2, H = 20 and fine grid point of nx = 320,
with kn0 = 0.1 for L/H = 20, kn0 = 0.05 for L/H = 40 and kn0 = 0.025
for L/H = 80, in 2D.








Figure 8.14: 3D narrow micro-duct.
8.4.1 Moment boundary conditions with Navier-slip and pressure gradient
in three dimensions
In this simulation, moment-based boundary conditions are used to implement
Navier-slip boundary conditions on the West, East, South and North walls and
pressure boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet, as follows.
8.4.1.1 Pressure boundary conditions
The slip velocity is assumed at y-direction, and zero velocity assumed for the
x,z-direction, thus
ux = uz = 0,uy = usy. (8.4.1)
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The moments will be:























From the Chapman-Enskog expansion the momentum flux tensor in x,y- and z-










































Consequently, the bar moments are
ρux = ρux = 0,
ρuy = ρuy = ρusy,
ρuz = ρuz = 0,
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To find the unknown distribution functions at the inlet pressure boundary we use
five moments which are
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 + f 13 + f 14
+ f 15 + f 16 + f 17 + f 18,
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,








This system (8.4.4) can then be used to find the unknown distribution functions
at the inlet pressure boundary which are
f 3, f 7, f 8, f 15, f 16, (8.4.5)
so,




















We also use the same system (8.4.4) to find the unknown distribution functions
at the outlet pressure boundary, which are f 4, f 9, f 10, f 17, f 18.
The system to find the unknown distribution at the South inlet, South outlet,
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North inlet and North outlet edges is
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 + f 13 + f 14
+ f 15 + f 16 + f 17 + f 18,
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = ρusy,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,












Πxz = f 11 − f 12 + f 13 − f 14 = 0,



































































































, for more details how we
calculate the Qxxz and Qyzz see the Appendix (A). At the South inlet edge the






































By solving system (8.4.7) we find the unknown distribution functions at the South
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inlet and outlet edges. The unknown distribution functions at the South inlet edge
are
f 3, f 5, f 7, f 8, f 11, f 14, f 15, f 16, f 18. (8.4.9)
f 3 =− f 0 − f 4 +2
(
f 12 + f 13
)










f 0 + f 1 + f 2
)
− f 6 −2
(











































f 0 + f 1 + f 2
)


















f 0 + f 1 + f 2
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The slip velocities at the South inlet and outlet edges are calculated by using








δyz +ρuyuz + τ
−ρ
3




The slip velocity is defined, like in previous chapters, as proportional to the shear
stress at the wall us = ls∂zuwall, n ≷ 0. Consequently, Πyz = −µ∂yuwall and us =
− ls
µ
Πyz because the shear stress is positive toward the South wall. So, the slip




































The unknown distribution functions f 4, f 5, f 9, f 10, f 11, f 14, f 15, f 17, f 18 at the South
outlet edge are found by solving system (8.4.7).
By solving system (8.4.7) we also find the unknown distribution functions at the
North inlet and outlet edges, with negative sign for the shear stress −Πyz toward
the North wall. The slip velocity at the North inlet edge is found by using the re-
lations Πyz = µ∂yuwall and us =
ls
µ
Πyz because the shear stress is negative toward
the North wall.
The system to find the unknown distribution function at the West inlet and
outlet edges, and the East inlet and outlet edges is
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 + f 13 + f 14,
+ f 15 + f 16 + f 17 + f 18,
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = ρusy,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,












Πxz = f 11 − f 12 + f 13 − f 14 = 0,



























































































































usy so Qxxy =
ρ
3
usy. At the West inlet
and outlet edges the shear stress increases toward the West wall, or it has posi-
tive sign, so the shear stress or Πxy will keep its sign.
By solving system (8.4.14) we find the unknown distribution functions at the West
inlet and outlet edges.
The unknown distribution functions at the West inlet edge are
f 1, f 3, f 7, f 8, f 10, f 11, f 12, f 15, f 16, (8.4.16)
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f 3 =− f 0 − f 4 +2
(
f 13 + f 14
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f 0 + f 5 + f 6
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f 0 + f 5 + f 6
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The slip velocity at the West inlet and outlet edges is found by using the re-
lations Πxy =−µ∂yuwall and us =−
ls
µ
Πxy because the the shear stress increases,
or has a positive sign, toward the West wall. As explained previously in section





















The unknown distribution functions f 1, f 4, f 7, f 9, f 10, f 11, f 12, f 17, f 18 at the West
outlet edge are found by solving system (8.4.14), from which we can also find the
unknown distribution functions at East inlet and outlet edges if we use a negative
sign for the shear stress −Πxy. The slip velocity is calculated using the relations
Πxy = µ∂yuwall and us =
ls
µ
Πxy because the shear stress decreases, or has a neg-
ative sign, toward the East wall.
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8.4.1.2 Navier-slip boundary condition
To implement Navier-slip boundary conditions we use the same assumptions de-
scribed previously for pressure boundary conditions (ux = uz = 0,uy = usy). Con-
sequently, to find the unknown distribution functions at the South and North walls,
we need to again choose five moments, which in this case are
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = ρusy,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,








By solving this system (8.4.19) we then find the unknown distribution functions at
the South face, which are
f 5, f 11, f 14, f 15, f 18, (8.4.20)
hence,
f 5 = f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 6 +2 f 7 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +2 f 10 +2 f 12 +2 f 13+































The density is found from the known distribution functions
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 +2 f 6 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 +2 f 12 +2 f 13 +2 f 16 +2 f 17.
(8.4.22)
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The slip velocity at the South face is then found by using the relation Πyz =
−µ∂yuwall and us =−
ls
µ






− f 3 + f 4 − f 7 − f 8 + f 9 + f 10 −2 f 16 +2 f 17
)
. (8.4.23)
The unknown distribution functions f 6, f 12, f 13, f 16, f 17 at the North face is found
by using the same (8.4.19) and the slip velocity at the North face is found by using
the relation Πyz = µ∂yuwall and us =
ls
µ
Πyz because the shear stress is decreasing
toward the North wall.
To find the unknown distribution functions at the East and West faces we use
five moments which are
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = ρusy,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,








By solving this system (8.4.24) we then find the unknown distribution functions at
the West face which are
f 1, f 7, f 10, f 11, f 12, (8.4.25)
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so,
f 1 = f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +2 f 13 +2 f 14 +2 f 15































The density is found from the known distribution functions
ρ = f 0 + f 1 +2 f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +2 f 13 +2 f 14 + f 15 + f 16 + f 17 + f 18.
(8.4.27)









f 3 − f 4 +2 f 8 −2 f 9 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18
)
. (8.4.28)
Similarly, the unknown distribution functions f 2, f 8, f 9, f 13, f 14 at the East face are
found by solving system (8.4.24) and the slip velocity is found using the relation
Πxy = µ∂yuwall and us =
ls
µ
Πxy because the shear stress decreases toward the
East wall.
To find the unknown distribution functions at the four edges to which moment-
based boundary conditions have been applied (South West, North West, South
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East and North East edges) we choose the following nine moments:
ρux = ρux = 0,
ρuy = ρuy = ρusy,
ρuz = ρuz = 0,




















































































δxy +ρuxuy + τ
−ρ
3











δxz +ρuxuz + τ
−ρ
3
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so,
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = ρusy,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,












Πxz = f 11 − f 12 + f 13 − f 14 = 0,










Qxyy = f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 = Πxyusy. (8.4.31)
At the West wall the shear stress Πxy has a positive sign because it increases












By solving system (8.4.31) and Eq (8.4.32) we get the unknown distribution func-
tions at the South West and North West edges. At the South West, these are The
unknown distribution functions at South West edge are
f 1, f 5, f 7, f 10, f 11, f 12, f 14, f 15, f 18, (8.4.33)
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so,
f 1 = f 2 +2 f 6 +4 f 13 +2 f 16 +2 f 17 −
ρ
3






















































































The density is found from the known distribution functions
ρ = f 0 +2 f 2 + f 3 + f 4 +2 f 6 +2 f 8 +2 f 9 +4 f 13 +2 f 16 +2 f 17, (8.4.35)
and the slip velocity is found using the shear stress Πyz = −µ∂yuwall and us =
− ls
µ
Πyz because the shear stress increases toward the South wall, as explained





f 3 − f 4 +2 f 8 −2 f 9 +2 f 16 −2 f 17
)
. (8.4.36)
The unknown distribution functions f 1, f 6, f 7, f 10, f 11, f 12, f 13, f 16, f 17 at the North
West edge are found by solving system (8.4.31) and the slip velocity is found by
using Πyz = µ∂yuwall and us =
ls
µ
Πyz because the shear stress decreases toward
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the North wall as discussed in previous chapters.
However, as we know, at the East wall the shear stress Πxy has a negative sign











By solving system (8.4.31) and Eq (8.4.37) we find the unknown distribution func-
tions at the South East and North East edges, and the slip velocity is found by




The system for the corners consists of 12 moments
ρ = f 0 + f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 + f 7 + f 8 + f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 + f 13 + f 14
+ f 15 + f 16 + f 17 + f 18,
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = ρusy,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,












Πxz = f 11 − f 12 + f 13 − f 14 = 0,










Qxyy = f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 = Πxyusy,














We know that the shear stress Πyz at the South wall and shear stress Πxy at
West wall increase toward the South and West walls respectively, thus, the sign
is kept positive for Πxy and Πyz. By solving system (8.4.38) we find the unknown
distribution functions at South West inlet and outlet corners.
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At the South West inlet corner, these are




f 0 + f 2
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f 3 = 2 f 2 + f 4 +4
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f 2 + f 4 + f 6 + f 17
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Πyz because, as we have seen, the shear stress at the South and West
has a positive sign toward the South and West walls. As explained previously, the
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where ρ = ρin is the density at the inlet for the inlet corner. The unknown distribu-
tion functions at the South West outlet corner are
f 1, f 4, f 5, f 7, f 9, f 10, f 11, f 12, f 14, f 15, f 17, f 18, (8.4.43)
which are then found by solving system (8.4.38).
Similar methods are used to find the unknown distribution functions on the North
West, South East and North East inlets and outlets corners.
8.4.2 Simulation
The three dimensional flow is in the y-direction. The exact solution is the same
as we saw previously for parallel plates in two dimensions, demonstrated in Eq
(8.2.1). This simulation tests micro-ducts of various aspect ratios ε = L/H, the
relation between length and height, where H is the height of the micro-duct and
L is the length. The aspect ratio Ar = H/W , between height and width, is also
varied. Here, W is the width of the micro-duct, which is in x-direction. L and H
are in y- and z-direction, respectively. We have seen that the height H = 20 is
enough to obtain the convergence of velocity, pressure deviation and slip velocity,
this simulation uses one channel height of H = 20 in three dimensions to test the
velocity, pressure deviation and slip velocity, which are examined with Λpr = 2.
The ratio Λpr is not increased to more than 2 in three dimensions because the
momentum flux tensor Πyy is approximated to the equilibrium momentum flux





∂yuy where ∂yuy =
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Previously, in the two-dimensional simulation, we did increase the ratio Λpr up
to 2.5, but this is very close to 2. We did not increase it more than this for the
same reason of approximating the tangential momentum flux tensor. This reason
is clarified in Tim and Deller [58].
(a) kn0 = 0.1
(b) kn0 = 0.05
(c) kn0 = 0.025
Figure 8.15: The velocity profile at uy at different kn0 with nx = 200, ny = 400 and
nz = 20.
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8.4.2.1 The velocity profile in three dimensions












(a) kn0 = 0.1











(b) kn0 = 0.05













(c) kn0 = 0.025
Figure 8.16: The velocity profiles for narrow duct at H = 20 and Λpr = 2 with kn0 =
0.1 for L/H = 20, kn0 = 0.05 for L/H = 40, kn0 = 0.025 for L/H = 80,
W = nx = 20 and Ar = 7. Blue circle: the velocity profiles of LBM;
Red line: the exact solution.












(a) kn0 = 0.1 and L/H =
20,H = 20












(b) kn0 = 0.05 and
L/H = 40













(c) kn0 = 0.025 and
L/H = 80
Figure 8.17: The velocity profile for narrow duct at H = 20 and Λpr = 2 with kn0=0.1
for L/H = 20, kn0=0.05 for L/H = 40, kn0=0.025 for L/H = 80, nx = 200
and Ar = 10. Blue circle: the velocity profiles of LBM; Red line: the
exact solution.
In the case of a narrow duct such as (Ar = H/W = 7,10) the velocity of the LBM is
in excellent agreement with the exact solution Eq (8.2.1) at each Knudsen number
kn0 and aspect ratio ε, as is evident in Figures (8.16) and (8.17). It is clear that
changes in the Knudsen number kn0 and aspect ratio ε have an effect on the
velocity and the slip velocity at each Ar. For instance, both the maximum velocity
and the slip velocity at the wall decrease when the Knudsen number kn0 decrease
at each aspect ratio ε and Ar, as shown in Figures (8.16) and (8.17). Additionally,
an increase in Ar leads to an increase in the maximum velocity and slip velocity
at the wall, which can be seen by comparing Figures (8.16) and (8.17).
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(a) H = 20, Ar = 1
Figure 8.18: The pressure deviation for square duct at Λpr = 2, Ar = 1, kn0 = 0.1



























































(b) H = 20, Ar = 7
Figure 8.19: The pressure deviation for narrow duct at H = 20, Λpr = 2, kn0 = 0.1
for L/H = 20, kn0 = 0.05 for L/H = 40, kn0=0.025 for L/H = 80.
Rarefaction increases exactly as Arkilic’s analytical solution does [3] and the
agreement between the pressure deviation of the LBM and Arkilic’s exact so-
lution [3] is very good in the case of Λpr = 2, Ar = 1,7,10, aspect ratio L/H = 20,
L/H = 40 and L/H = 80 for kn0 = 0.1, kn0 = 0.05 and kn0 = 0.025, respectively, as
seen in Figures (8.18) and (8.19). Decreases in kn0 affect rarefaction and lead
to a increase in the maximum pressure deviation, as can be as seen in Figures
(8.18) and (8.19).
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(a) H = 20,kn0 = 0.1,Ar = 1


















(b) H = 20,kn0 = 0.05 ,Ar = 1



















(c) H = 20,kn0 = 0.025 ,Ar = 1
Figure 8.20: Comparison of pressure deviation in the present results with those
of other authors, in three dimensions, at Λpr = 2, kn0 = 0.1 for L/H =
20, kn0 = 0.05 for L/H = 40, kn0 = 0.025 for L/H = 80.
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present Ar = 10
present Ar = 7
Arkilic
Jeong
(a) kn0 = 0.1,Ar = 7















present Ar = 10
present Ar = 7
Arkilic
Jeong
(b) kn0 = 0.05 ,Ar = 7
















present Ar = 10
present Ar = 7
Arkilic
Jeong
(c) kn0 = 0.025 ,Ar = 7
Figure 8.21: Comparison of the pressure deviation in the present results with
other authors, in three dimensions, at Λpr = 2, kn0 = 0.1 for L/H = 20,
kn0 = 0.05 for L/H = 40 and kn0 = 0.025 for L/H = 80.
Because we have seen that height H = 20 is enough to obtain the conver-
gence of the pressure deviation and therefore changes in the channel height will
not change this, the results of this simulation have been compared with H = 14,50
which were presented by Jeong et. al [33]. They used equilibrium boundary con-
ditions, and calculated the unknown distribution functions at the inlet and outlet
using second order extrapolation. They did not use any particular treatment for
the slip velocity at the wall.
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Figures (8.18) and (8.19) demonstrate that the pressure deviation in this present
work agrees well with the analytical solution of Arkilic. The rarefaction increases
exactly as his analytical solution does [3], with our H = 20, kn0 = 0.1, kn0 = 0.05
and kn0 = 0.025 with Λpr = 2 and Ar = 1,7,10 in square and narrow ducts. On the
other hand, Jeong et. al presented greatly reduced rarefaction with kn0 = 0.1 and
Ar = 1, as evidenced in Figure (8.20)(a), with a difference in maximum pressure
deviation of about 2% with Ar = 7, as shown in Figure (8.21)(a).
The compressibility and rarefaction in the results we present do not have any
influence on the pressure deviation maximum at Ar = 1,7,10, even with small
kn0 = 0.05 and kn0 = 0.025, and the agreement with the analytical solution of Arkilic
is again very good, as is clear in Figures (8.18), (8.19) and (8.21). However,
the compressibility and rarefaction do decrease the maximum pressure deviation
presented by Jeong et. al at Ar = 1 with kn0 = 0.05 and kn0 = 0.025 Figure (8.20).
8.4.2.3 Slip velocity
In general, the slip velocity in 3D is less than slip velocity in 2D and this is due to
the influence of the edges as seen in Figures (8.22) and (8.23). The slip velocity
previously presented by Jeong et. al is bigger than that in this present work,
as is evidenced in Figures (8.24) and (8.25). These authors did not specify any
particular treatment for the slip velocity at the wall. As demonstrated in 2D, the
results of slip velocity with H = 20 are very close to results for the slip velocity with
H = 50, and so H = 20 was chosen in order to examine the slip velocity. The same
behaviour is noticed for slip velocity in this 3D simulation, where a decrease in the
kn0 causes a decrease in the slip velocity as demonstrated in Figures (8.22) and
(8.23).
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(a) H = 20, Ar = 1
Figure 8.22: The slip velocity at Λpr = 2 with kn0 = 0.1 for L/H = 20, kn0 = 0.05 for
L/H = 40 and kn0 = 0.025 for L/H = 80, Ar = 1 duct in 3D.















(a) H = 20, Ar = 7















(b) H = 20, Ar = 10
Figure 8.23: The slip velocity at Λpr = 2 with kn0 = 0.1 for L/H = 20, kn0 = 0.05 for
L/H = 40 and kn0 = 0.025 for L/H = 80, Ar = 10 Narrow duct in 3D.













(a) kn0 = 0.1, Ar = 1













(b) kn0 = 0.05, Ar = 1















(c) kn0 = 0.025, Ar = 1
Figure 8.24: Comparison between the slip velocity in the present work and that
of the other authors, at H = 20 Λpr = 2, in 3D.
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present Ar = 7 and Ar = 10
usy Jeong
Arkilic
(a) kn0 = 0.1










present Ar = 10 and Ar = 7
usy Jeong
Arkilic
(b) kn0 = 0.05












present Ar = 10 and Ar = 7
usy Jeong
Arkilic
(c) kn0 = 0.025
Figure 8.25: Comparison between the slip velocity in the present work and that
of the other authors, at H = 20 Λpr = 2, in 3D.
8.4.2.4 Mass flow
In the 3D simulation, the mass flow of the LBM with moment-based boundary
conditions has been conserved, as evidenced by its being the same at the inlet
and outlet in each H, kn0, Ar and ε. Because the mass flow is not greatly affected
by changing the height H at each kn0, the mass flow is just studied at H = 20.
Variations in the mass flow are slightly affected by changing the kn0 at each Ar as
seen in Table (8.4), but seem to have more of an effect at higher aspect ratios Ar.
For example, an increase in the Ar in three-dimensional micro-channels leads to
an increase in the mass flow as seen in Table (8.4). In general, the mass flow in
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three-dimensional micro-channels is less than the mass flow in two-dimensional
micro-channels which is due to the presence of edges in three dimensions.
The high H and Ar Mass flow kn0
0.0277 0.1
H = 20 , Ar = 1 0.02366 0.05
0.02144 0.025
0.05718 0.1
H = 20 , Ar = 7 0.04912 0.05
0.04787 0.025
Table 8.4: The relation between mass flow and kn0 , in 3D, at Λpr = 2.
The examination of the norm error order for the velocity profile and the slip
velocity has not been performed in three dimensions because it needs a cluster
to achieve the required high performance, and the university cluster is limited in
size.
8.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the numerical simulation of laminar flow in two- and three-dimensional
micro-channels was presented using the lattice Boltzmann method with moment-
based boundary conditions to implement Navier-slip conditions at the wall and
pressure boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet. The velocity profile was eval-
uated and compared with analytical solutions. Grid convergence studies were
performed for two dimensions using acoustic scaling. Here, the Reynolds and
Mach number were kept constant. The norm errors were also calculated for two
dimensions and the method was shown to be first-order for high grid points with
acoustic scaling. The mass flow was conserved at each Knudsen number kn0,
height H, aspect ratio Ar and aspect ratio ε. Slip velocity was examined at dif-
ferent kn0, H, Ar and ε and it was found to agree with other slip velocity seen in
the literature. Pressure deviation was compared with exact solutions and results
reported in the literature. Our pressure deviation was found to be in excellent
agreement with the exact solution at each kn0, H, Ar and ε.
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Hydrodynamic entrance region Fully developed region
Figure 9.1: Fully developed flow [51].
9.1 Introduction
This chapter will focus on slip flow regime for various reasons. The first of these
is that rarefaction has a significant effect and the second is because the slip flow
has many practical applications in micro-fluidic devices. Moreover, for the pur-
poses of this study this regime gives the opportunity to examine the efficacy of
moment-based boundary conditions with Navier-slip boundary conditions in three
dimensions, as well as to determine the exact value of slip velocity. For this sim-
ulation, the LBGK D3Q19 model is used with the moment-based boundary con-
ditions to simulate laminar flow at the entrance region of a channel. It has been
noted that entrance effects are significant when channel length is the same as
hydrodynamic development length. Also examined are the effects on the fully de-
veloped profile of the compressibility and rarefaction, which are phenomena that
happen if the mean free path is similar to the characteristic length. The flow is
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considered fully developed when the velocity profile reaches a position in the axial
direction or along the channel where it is not able to change position or location
or when the boundary layers merge together, resulting in the velocity profile be-
ing a parabola at the fully developed area. We additionally examine the apparent
friction factor and Reynolds number product fappRe at the entrance region of the
channel with diverse dimensionless slip length Kn, Reynolds numbers, aspect ra-
tios and hydrodynamic entrance lengths, where the hydrodynamic development
length is a distance from the channel entrance into a location where the centreline
velocity profile becomes 99% fully developed. The behaviour of fully developed
profiles and fappRe are compared with those cited in the literature and the value








Figure 9.2: 3D inflow inside the duct.
9.2 Inflow boundary condition with Navier-slip boundary condition
In this simulation, Navier-slip boundary conditions are applied at the walls (the
South and North faces, the West and East faces, the South and North-West edges
and the South and North-East edges) and pressure boundary conditions are im-
plemented at the outlet (the face, the South and North edges, and the West and
East edges). Inflow boundary condition are used at the inlet (the face, the South,
North, West and East edges at the inlet) and are implemented by assuming a
uniform velocity profile at the inlet uin.
The velocity is assumed in y-direction at the inlet uy = uin, ux = 0 and uz = 0.
Therefore,
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ρux = ρux = 0,
ρuy = ρuy = ρuin,
ρuz = ρuz = 0,






























To find the unknown distribution functions at the inlet wall we have to select five
linearly independent moments which in this case are ρux = 0, ρuy = ρuin, ρuz =
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ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = ρuin,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,








The unknown distribution functions at the inlet face are
f 3, f 7, f 8, f 15, f 16. (9.2.4)
By then solving system (9.2.3) we find that the unknown distribution functions at
the inlet face are
f 3 = f 1 + f 2 + f 4 + f 5 + f 6 +2 f 9 +2 f 10 +2 f 11 +2 f 12




















To find the unknown distribution functions at the South and North inlet edges
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we have to select nine linearly independent moments which in this case are
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = ρuin,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,












Πxz = f 11 − f 12 + f 13 − f 14 = 0,
Qxxz = f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 = 0,
Qyyz = f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0, (9.2.6)










































[∂zuy]uy = 0,∂zuy = 0 because
there is no shear stress at the flat wall, only velocity at the inlet.
The unknown distribution functions at the south inlet are
f 3, f 5, f 7, f 8, f 11, f 14, f 15, f 16, f 18. (9.2.7)
By solving system (9.2.6) we find the unknown distribution functions at the South
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inlet which are




f 5 = f 6,








f 11 = f 12,
f 14 = f 13,





















By then solving system (9.2.6) for f 3, f 6, f 7, f 8, f 12, f 13, f 15, f 16, f 17 we find the un-
known distribution functions at the North inlet.
The system to find the unknown distribution functions at the West inlet and
East inlet edges is
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = ρuin,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,












Πxz = f 11 − f 12 + f 13 − f 14 = 0,
Qxzz = f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,




















































[uy∂xuy +∂xuyuy] = 0. (9.2.10)

























solving system (9.2.9) we find the unknown distribution functions at West inlet,
which are
f 1, f 3, f 7, f 8, f 10, f 11, f 12, f 15, f 16, (9.2.11)
so,
f 1 =− f 2 +2 f 4 −2
(










f 3 = f 4 + f 5 + f 6 +2
(






























f 11 = f 14,
f 12 = f 13,








By solving system (9.2.9) we find the unknown distribution functions at East inlet.
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The system for the corners consists of twelve moments, which are
ρux = f 1 − f 2 + f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 + f 11 + f 12 − f 13 − f 14 = 0,
ρuy = f 3 − f 4 + f 7 + f 8 − f 9 − f 10 + f 15 + f 16 − f 17 − f 18 = ρuin,
ρuz = f 5 − f 6 + f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 + f 15 − f 16 − f 17 + f 18 = 0,












Πxz = f 11 − f 12 + f 13 − f 14 = 0,
Πyz = f 15 − f 16 + f 17 − f 18 = 0,
Πxy = f 7 − f 8 + f 9 − f 10 = 0,
Qxyy = f 7 − f 8 − f 9 + f 10 = Πxyuin,
Qxxz = f 11 − f 12 − f 13 + f 14 = 0,








δyz +ρuyuz = 0, (9.2.14)


































∂zuy = 0,∂zuy = 0.
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∂xuy = 0. By solving system (9.2.13) we find the unknown distribution functions at
South West inlet corner, which are
f 1, f 3, f 5, f 7, f 8, f 10, f 11, f 12, f 14, f 15, f 16, f 18, (9.2.17)
so,







f 3 = 2 f 2 + f 4 +4
(





















f 10 = f 9,














f 14 = f 13,
























By solving system (9.2.13) we find the unknown distribution functions at South
East inlet, North West inlet and North East inlet corners. All densities at the inlet
including (faces, edges and corners) are calculated from the known distribution
functions from the previous time step.
9.3 Simulation
In this simulation, the dimensionless slip length is defined according to the hy-
draulic diameter of a rectangular channel Dh = 2HW/(H +W ), so the definition of
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dimensionless slip length Kn is
ls
Dh
. The dynamic viscosity is defined at the outlet
µ0 = ν0ρ0 in order to keep it constant, and the Kinematic viscosity at the outlet is
defined as ν0 = τ0/3. Thus, the definition of the local relaxation time is based on
the relaxation time at the outlet
















, where Kn0 is
the dimensionless slip length at the outlet, the p0 =
ρ0
3
is the pressure at the the
outlet, ρ0 = 1 is the density at the outlet and p =
ρ
3




is based on the mean velocity um at the cross section of the
outlet. The mean velocity is calculated by using the integral of trapezoidal rule.
The aspect ratio ε is defined as the ratio between the height H and the width W ,
or the ratio of the short side to the long side.
A part from the relation between Kn and Reynolds number all important fea-
tures of micro-channel seem to be there i.e. constant dynamic viscosity, slip
length and slip velocity depends on the local density ratio. For this reason, we
compare our results with the results in literature which are applied in micro-
channel. Also, there is von Karaman- type relation between Kn, Reynolds number
and Mach number i.e. Kn ∝
Ma
Re
and Mach number is constant and different at
each Kn.
9.3.1 Developing velocity profile
The laminar velocity profiles the uy are set in the width direction, which is in x-
direction for ε = 1,0.5 at different positions of the dimensionless hydrodynamic
developed length y+, where y+ =
y
DhRe
, in which y is the dimensionless local
position. For ε = 0.1 they are in height direction which is in z-direction at differ-
ent positions of the dimensionless hydrodynamic developed length. The velocity
profiles are normalized by the mean velocity um. The developed laminar velocity
profiles in the entrance region of the three-dimensional ducts are then examined.
The Figures (9.3) to (9.8) show developed laminar velocity profiles for aspect ra-
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tio ε = 1,0.5,0.1, different Kn0 = 0.001,0.01,0.05,0.1, different Reynolds numbers Re
and different positions y+.
9.3.1.1 Square Duct ε = 1 and Rectangular Duct ε = 0.5
The laminar velocity profiles at the inlet start as a uniform velocity which have
a maximum velocity at the wall and a minimum velocity at the middle or core
and they tend to look similar to a parabola at the large y+ as seen in Figure
(9.3). Moreover, the value of the slip velocity reduces when the flow reaches
the fully developed region (we can notice this by observing the velocity profiles
at different positions of the dimensionless hydrodynamic developed length y+) at
each Kn0. The velocity gradient at the wall caused this reduction in the amount of
slip velocity. An example can be seen in Figure (9.3).
























(a) Kn0 = 0.001
























(b) Kn0 = 0.01






















(c) Kn0 = 0.05


























(d) Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.3: 3D velocity profile at nx = 40,nz = 40, ny = 300, ε = 1, Re = 10, uin = 0.05 and
different Kn0 .
The developed velocity profiles at the entrance region are affected by Kn0. For
instance, an increase in Kn0 produces an increase in the value of slip velocities at
the wall and a decrease in the developed velocity profiles in the middle, as seen in
Figure (9.3). Furthermore, there are overshoots in the velocity profiles at the axial
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location at the inlet even for Kn0 = 0.1. A reduction in Kn0 affects and increases the
amount of overshoot, as shown in Figure (9.3). In addition, the velocity profiles at
high Kn0 are more regular than at low Kn0. See Figure (9.4) for an example.





















(a) Kn0 = 0.001,ny = 600






















(b) Kn0 = 0.001,ny = 1000





















(c) Kn0 = 0.01,ny = 600






















(d) Kn0 = 0.01,ny = 1000



















(e) Kn0 = 0.05,ny = 600




















(f) Kn0 = 0.05,ny = 1000
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(g) Kn0 = 0.1,ny = 600























(h) Kn0 = 0.1,ny = 1000
Figure 9.4: 3D velocity at nx = 80,nz = 80, ε = 1,Re = 40, uin = 0.05 and different
Kn0 .
The influence of the Reynolds number is clear in Figure (9.4). An increase
in the Reynolds number affects the fully developed velocity profile because it
reaches full development with a large Reynolds number Re faster than with a
smaller Reynolds number Re. For example, the velocity profile at y+ = 0.05 and
Re = 40 is fully developed faster than the velocity profile at y+ = 0.05 and Re = 10
as seen in Figures (9.3) and (9.4). Further, the velocity profiles are fully developed
at y+ ≥ 0.1 and this is clear with Re = 10,40 as shown also in Figures (9.3) and
(9.4). The increase of the length of the channel shows that the velocity profiles
are fully developed at y+ ≥ 0.1 because the value of the velocity profile at y+ = 0.1
is the same or quite close to the the value of the velocity profile at y+ = 0.3, as
seen in Figure (9.4).





















(a) Kn0 = 0.001





















(b) Kn0 = 0.01
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(c) Kn0 = 0.05





















(d) Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.5: 3D velocity profiles at nx = 160, nz = 160, ny = 2000, ε = 1 , Re = 80,
uin = 0.05 and different Kn0 .
The velocity profiles are easily fully developed with large Re at each Kn0. This
can be demonstrated by comparing the fully developed velocity profiles in Figures
(9.3), (9.4) and (9.5) for ε = 1.
























(a) Kn0 = 0.001
























(b) Kn0 = 0.01






















(c) Kn0 = 0.05






















(d) Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.6: 3D velocity profiles at nx = 40,nz = 20, ny = 200, ε = 0.5, Re = 10, uin =
0.05 and different Kn0 .
Now we move from aspect ratio ε = 1 to ε = 0.5 to examine the influence
of aspect ratio on the fully developed velocity profile at each Kn0 and Reynolds
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number. The influence of Kn0 at ε = 0.5 is shown in Figure (9.6) and is quite
similar to the influence of Kn0 at ε = 1 as seen in Figure (9.3).





















(a) Kn0 = 0.001, ny = 500






















(b) Kn0 = 0.001, ny = 800





















(c) Kn0 = 0.01, ny = 500





















(d) Kn0 = 0.01, ny = 800



















(e) Kn0 = 0.05,ny = 500




















(f) Kn0 = 0.05,ny = 800
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(g) Kn0 = 0.1, ny = 500























(h) Kn0 = 0.1, ny = 800
Figure 9.7: 3D velocity at nx = 80,nz = 40, ε = 0.5, Re = 40, uin = 0.05 and different
Kn0 .
The influence of Reynolds number with ε = 0.5 is similar to the influence of
the Reynolds number with ε = 1 at each Kn0. For example, the velocity profile
reaches full development with a large Reynolds number Re faster than with a
small Reynolds number Re, as in the case of the velocity profiles at y+ = 0.03,0.05
and Re = 40 which fully develop faster than those at y+ = 0.03,0.05 and Re = 10,
as seen in Figures (9.7) and (9.6). Additionally, the velocity profiles are fully
developed at the dimensionless hydrodynamically developed length y+ close to
or greater than 0.1, which is evident with Re = 10,40, as seen in Figures (9.6) and
(9.7). An increase of the length of the channel shows that the velocity profiles are
fully developed at hydrodynamically developed length approximated as y+ ≥ 0.1
because the value of the velocity profile at y+ = 0.1 is very close to the value of
the velocity profile at y+ = 0.3, as seen in Figure (9.7).





















(a) Kn0 = 0.001




















(b) Kn0 = 0.01
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(c) Kn0 = 0.05






















(d) Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.8: 3D velocity at nx = 160,nz = 80, ny = 1000, ε = 0.5, Re = 80, uin = 0.05
and different Kn0 .
In addition, the aspect ratio ε ’s influence on the fully developed velocity profiles
is clear to see, because those profiles with ε = 0.5 are slightly flatter than those
with ε = 1. This is very noticeable with Re = 80 and hydrodynamically developed
length y+ ≥ 0.03 as seen in Figures (9.5) and (9.8).
The flow seems to be static at the wall close to the entrance region and grad-
ually accelerates toward the centreline for each ε and Re. This happens because
the velocity of flow tends to zero near the entrance where particles meet the wall
and the viscous friction causes a fast reduction in the velocity until it is zero. The
reduction in velocity acceleration at the wall is due to the high pressure gradient,
and is seen in all the Figures, for example in (9.5) or (9.8).
In the current model, the fully developed velocity profiles’ behaviour with ε =
0.5, provided in Figures (9.5) and (9.8), is similar to that of the profiles which can
be seen in Niya et. al [41] at various Kn0. Niya et. al [41] used a theoretical
maximum centreline fully developed velocity in the x-axis (width direction) to nor-
malize the velocity profiles, and this makes a difference in the maximum velocity
profile when compared with the profiles in the current model, which are instead
normalized using the mean velocity profile at the cross section of the outlet. In
this model, the inlet velocity is uin = 0.05. Thus, it is reasonable to get a maximum
velocity of around 2 with small Kn0 = 0.001 and around 1.6 with high Kn0 = 0.1,
at each Re and aspect ratio. Moreover, Niya et. al [41] used Lattice Boltzmann
model (D3Q15) and a modified Kn which was based on an accommodation coeffi-
cient, while the KnLocal is used in this model.
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(a) ε = 1 Re = 10












(b) ε = 1 Re = 40












(c) ε = 1 Re = 80
Figure 9.9: The velocity uy at the centreline along the channel.
Overall, Figure (9.9) shows that the velocity profile at the centreline along the
channel starts from the inlet velocity of 0.05 and increases sharply to being with,
becoming more gradual as it approaches the centreline. Note that with the small
Reynolds number, the change in behaviour is more abrupt, at each Kn0 , as shown
in Figure (9.9)(a), whereas with larger Reynolds numbers the change is more
gradual, as seen in Figure (9.9)(c). Furthermore, the value of the velocity profile
at the centreline of a channel with a small Reynolds number is slightly larger than
the centreline velocity with a large Reynolds number, as shown in Figure (9.9)(a)
and (c) for ε = 1. It is clear from Figure (9.9) that the Kn0 influences the value
of the centreline velocity, where it can be seen that this value is decreased by
increasing Kn0 at each Reynolds number.
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(a) ε = 0.5 Re = 10












(b) ε = 0.5 Re = 40












(c) ε = 0.5 Re = 80
Figure 9.10: The velocity uy at the centreline along the channel.
The velocity at the centreline along a channel with ε = 0.5 displays similar
behaviour to that along a channel with ε = 1 at each Kn0 and Reynolds number
as seen in Figures (9.10) for ε = 0.5 and (9.9) for ε = 1. However, the velocity
value at the centreline along a channel with ε = 0.5 is smaller than that at the
centreline along a channel with ε = 1, which may be due to the maximum value
of the velocity profiles in each case. In other words, the maximum value of the
velocity profile at the centreline along a channel with ε = 0.5 is smaller than the
maximum value of the velocity profile at the centreline along a channel with ε = 1.
9.3.1.2 Narrow duct ε = 0.1
The fully developed profiles for a narrow duct of ε = 0.1 are compared with the
analytical solution for two parallel plates that was presented by Duan and Muzy-
chka [16]. The exact solution with Navier-slip conditions is at ux = us = ls|duxdy |
and at z = ±H, where H is the height of channel. This solution is based on the
accommodation coefficient σu, Kn0 and hydrodynamic development length. The






































Note that the fully developed profiles in the narrow duct are examined in the height
(z-direction) because they are too flat for width direction examination, in which
case the channel would need to be very long to show the fully developed velocity
profiles. The mean momentum u∗m at the centerline and along the channel is
used to normalize the fully developed velocity profiles and the reason for this is to






























(a) Kn0 = 0.001




















(b) Kn0 = 0.001






















(c) Kn0 = 0.01




















(d) Kn0 = 0.01
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(e) Kn0 = 0.05





















(f) Kn0 = 0.05






















(g) Kn0 = 0.1




















(h) Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.11: 3D velocity profiles at nx = 800, nz = 80, ny = 2000, ε = 0.1, Re = 120,
uin = 0.05 and different Kn0 . (b), (d), (f) and (h) are the velocities
of LBM and the (a), (c), (e) and (g) are the the exact solutions or
analytical solutions.
The agreement between the fully developed profiles for a narrow duct of ε = 0.1
and the analytical solutions is generally good at the various Kn0, as seen in Fig-
ure (9.11). This figure demonstrates particularly good agreement when the ve-
locities are with hydrodynamically developed length y+ ≥ 0.03 at each Kn0. In
addition, the value of the fully-developed slip velocities at the boundary are a
little different from the exact solutions at the boundary with a small hydrodynam-
ically developed length y+ = 0.001 and a high Kn0 = 0.05,0.1. The value of fully-
developed slip velocities at their maximum are different from the exact solutions
at their maximum, with a small hydrodynamically developed length y+ ≤ 0.01 and
Kn0 = 0.001,0.01,0.05. This difference may be due to the method used to normalise
the velocity, because it is based only on the height along the channel at the cen-
treline and not on the whole cross section.
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(a) ε = 0.1 , Re = 80













(b) ε = 0.1, Re = 120
Figure 9.12: The velocity uy along the channel at the centreline, at nx = 800,nz =
80, ny = 2000
The velocity profile along the centreline of the narrow duct channel ε = 0.1
displays similar overall behaviour to that of ε = 0.5,1 but the velocity value at the
centreline of the narrow duct ε = 0.1 is smaller than that of ε = 0.5,1 at each Kn0
and Re. This is shown in Figures (9.12), (9.9) and (9.10). Again, this probably
happens because of the maximum values of each velocity profile at the centreline
of the channel, as ε = 0.1 has a smaller maximum value than ε = 0.5,1. Also, at
ε = 0.1 with Re = 80 the velocity at the centreline begins sharply, and begins to
smooth out a little at Re = 120, but is still sharper than the velocity profile at the
centreline along the channel with ε = 0.5,1 and Re = 80, as seen in (9.9)(c) for a
square duct and (9.10)(c) for a rectangle.





∑ |uLBM (x,y+,z)−uExact (x,y+,z) |2, (9.3.3)
where nz is the computational grid size in z-direction.
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(a) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.001




















(b) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.01




















(c) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.05




















(d) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.13: The norm error between the fully-developed LBM velocity and the
exact solution, at different Kn0 and Reynolds numbers.
Figure (9.13) shows that an increase in the Reynolds number leads to a reduc-
tion in the error between the fully-developed velocity profiles of the LBM and the
exact solutions, at each Kn0. The errors at hydrodynamically developed lengths
of y+ ≥ 0.03 have the same value when Kn0 is small such as Kn0 = 0.001, at
each Reynolds number, as seen in Figure (9.13)(a). Further, the errors with
high slip Kn0 = 0.05,0.1 are less than the errors with small slip Kn0 = 0.001,0.01.
This is observed in Figure (9.13)(c) and (d) for Kn0 = 0.05,0.1, and (a) and (b) for
Kn0 = 0.001,0.01. In the other words, an increase in Kn0 leads to a reduction in the
errors between the fully-developed velocities.
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9.3.2 The apparent friction factor
The definition of the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product in-








where umin and ρmin are the mean velocity and density at the cross section of the
channel entrance at y+, respectively.
















(a) ε = 1,Re = 80















(b) ε = 0.5,Re = 80
Figure 9.14: The apparent friction factor for ε = 1,0.5.















(a) ε = 0.1, Re = 80















(b) ε = 0.1, Re = 120
Figure 9.15: The apparent friction factor at ε = 0.1, Re = 80 and Re = 120.
The apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product at the entrance
of a short channel is affected by Kn0, Reynolds number, aspect ratio and the
hydrodynamic entrance length y+. An increase in Kn0 leads to a decrease in
the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product fappRe because the
flow becomes rarefied with increased Kn0, as shown in Figures (9.14) and (9.15).
Furthermore, an increase in Kn0 affects the rarefaction, reducing it at each ε and
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Re, as shown in Figures (9.14) and (9.15). An increase in the hydrodynamic
entrance length y+ has an effect on the fappRe whereby it causes the fappRe to
reach a constant value, as seen in Figures (9.14) and (9.15).















Niya Kn0 = 0.001
(a) Kn0 = 0.001















Niya Kn0 = 0.01
(b) Kn0 = 0.01
















Niya Kn0 = 0.05
(c) Kn0 = 0.05

















Niya Kn0 = 0.1
(d) Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.16: The apparent friction factor at different Re, ε=1.
An increase in the Reynolds number decreases the value of the apparent fric-
tion factor and Reynolds number product, and increases the bend of fappRe. This
is clear for the hydrodynamic entrance length y+ < 0.1 at each Kn0 and Reynolds
number, as shown in Figure (9.16) for ε = 1, where the value of the apparent fric-
tion factor and Reynolds number product fappRe is small at the beginning of the
entrance with small Reynolds number Re = 10 and ε = 1. The reason for this may
be due to the size of grid in the height and width direction being small i.e. the size



















Niya Kn0 = 0.001
(a) ε = 0.5, Kn0 = 0.001















Niya Kn0 = 0.01
(b) ε = 0.5, Kn0 = 0.01
















Niya Kn0 = 0.05
(c) ε = 0.5, Kn0 = 0.05
















Niya Kn0 = 0.1
(d) ε = 0.5, Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.17: The apparent friction factor at different Re and ε = 0.5.
Figure (9.17) illustrates that the influence of the Reynolds number on the value
of fappRe with ε = 0.5 is similar to the influence of Reynolds number on the value of
fappRe with ε = 1. The figure (9.17) also shows that an increase in the Reynolds
number leads a decrease in the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number
product fappRe with ε = 0.5.
A change in the aspect ratio also has an effect on fappRe, indicated by the val-
ues of the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product with the square
duct ε = 1 being larger than its values with the rectangular ε = 0.5, at each
Kn0. The value of the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product with
Re = 80 and ε = 1,0.5 is in excellent agreement with the value presented by Niya
et. al [41] at ε = 1,0.5 , as shown in Figures (9.16) and (9.17).
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(a) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.001















(b) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.01















(c) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.05















(d) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.18: The apparent friction factor at different Re and ε = 0.1.
The value of fappRe at the beginning of the entrance is also small with Reynolds
number Re = 40 and ε = 0.1, as seen in Figure (9.18). This happens because the
size of the cross section at the entrance of the channel is not large enough to
make the flow smoother.
In general, the values of fappRe with a square duct ε = 1 are larger than those
with a rectangular ε = 0.5 or narrow duct ε = 0.1, at each Kn0, as shown in Figures
(9.16), (9.17) and (9.18). Additionally, Figures (9.16), (9.17) and (9.18) show
that at small hydrodynamic entrance lengths y+ there are differences in the value
of fappRe with different Reynolds numbers. However, for large values of y
+, the
fappRe results agree.
9.4 Simulation with fixed length
In this simulation, we define the fixed slip length as ls0 = DhKn0 and the local
slip length as lsLocal = KnLocal Dh in order to distinguish between them. The fully-
developed profile and the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product
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at the entrance channel are examined using this fixed slip length ls0, based on
Kn0, at various aspect ratios with Kn0 = 0.001,0.1 and Reynolds number Re = 80,
and compared with results obtained using KnLocal as presented in section (9.3).





















(a) ε = 1 ,Kn0 = 0.001






















(b) ε = 1 ,Kn0 = 0.01
Figure 9.19: 3D velocity nx = 160, nz = 160, ny = 2000, Re=80, ε = 1 and uin = 0.05.





















(a) ε = 0.5,Kn0 = 0.001























(b) ε = 0.5,Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.20: 3D velocity nx = 160, nz = 80, ny = 1000, Re = 80, ε = 0.5 and uin =
0.05.






















(a) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.001




















(b) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.001
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(c) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.1




















(d) ε = 0.1,Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.21: Comparison of 3D velocity profiles of LBM at nx = 800, nz = 80,
ny = 2000, Re = 80, ε = 0.1 and uin = 0.05 with the exact solutions
or analytical solutions. (b), (d) are the velocity profiles of LBM and
(a), (c) are the analytical solutions.
Figures (9.19), (9.20) and (9.21) show that the behaviour of the fully-developed
velocity profiles with ε = 1,0.5,0.1 are close to those obtained using KnLocal , as
seen previously in Figures (9.5), (9.8) and (9.11). Also, the fully-developed ve-
locity profiles of the LBM are still in good agreement with the exact solutions, as
demonstrated in Figure (9.21).










(a) ε = 1










(b) ε = 0.5










(c) ε = 0.1
Figure 9.22: The velocity uy at the centreline along the channel at Re = 80 and
ε = 1,0.5,0.1.
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Additionally, Figure (9.22) shows that the velocity profiles at the centre line
along the channel with fixed length increase gradually and smoothly with Re = 80
and ε = 1,0.5, as do those obtained using KnLocal , as shown in Figures (9.10)(c) for
ε = 0.5 and (9.9)(c) for ε = 1, but with ε = 0.1 the velocity increases a little more
sharply. The value of the velocity at the centreline is close to that obtained using
KnLocal . Further, the centreline velocity values decease with an increase in Kn0, as
well as decreasing with a decrease in the aspect ratio ε, as seen in Figure (9.22).


















(a) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.001

















(b) ε = 0.1, Kn0 = 0.1
Figure 9.23: The norm error for fully-developed profile between the fixed length
and local length at ε = 0.1.
The error between the fully-developed profiles and the exact solutions in a
narrow duct ε = 0.1 display similar behaviour to those achieved using KnLocal , as
seen in Figures (9.23) for fixed slip length and (9.13) for local slip length. While
errors do show Kn0 = 0.001, the values are close to those obtained using KnLocal .
The error values are also a little smaller than those obtained using KnLocal at Kn0 =
0.1 and hydrodynamically developed length y+ ≥ 0.03, as seen in Figure (9.23).
9.4.1 Apparent friction factor for fixed length
The apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product fappRe is examined with
Re = 80 at the entrance of a short channel. Generally, the apparent friction factor
and Reynolds number product with fixed length is affected by Kn0 and aspect ratio
ε.
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(a) ε = 1













(b) ε = 0.5













(c) ε = 0.1
Figure 9.24: Apparent friction factor with fixed length at Re = 80 and ε = 1,0.5,0.1.
Figure (9.24) shows that the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number
product fappRe with fixed length behaves similarly to that gained using Knlocal , at
various aspect ratios ε = 1,0.5,0.1, as seen in Figures (9.16), (9.17) and (9.18).
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ls0 with Kn0 = 0.001
lsLocal with Kn0 = 0.001
ls0 with Kn0 = 0.1
lsLocal with Kn0 = 0.1
(a) ε = 1











ls0 with Kn0 = 0.001
lsLocal with Kn0 = 0.001
ls0 with Kn0 = 0.1
lsLocal with Kn0 = 0.1
(b) ε = 0.5











ls0 with Kn0 = 0.001
lsLocal with Kn0 = 0.001
ls0 with Kn0 = 0.1
lsLocal with Kn0 = 0.1
(c) ε = 0.1
Figure 9.25: Comparison of apparent friction factor and Reynolds number prod-
uct with fix and local length, at Re = 80 and ε = 1,0.5,0.1.
In general the values of fappRe are close to those gained using Knlocal , except
those of fappRe at small Kn0 such as Kn0 = 0.001 and hydrodynamically developed
lengths of y+ < 0.03 which are slightly larger than the value of fappRe gained using
Knlocal , as seen in Figure (9.25).
The use of fixed length to simulate this kind of flow is cheaper than using local
fixed length. The solutions of the velocity profile and apparent friction factor and
Reynolds number product with fixed length converge faster than with local fixed
length, especially for aspect ratios ε = 1,0.5. Thus, we can conclude that the use
of fixed length in this kind of simulation is better than using local fixed length.
9.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the Lattice Boltzmann D3Q19 model was presented to simulate
laminar weakly compressible flow at the entrance of a channel in slip regime.
Moment-based boundary conditions were successfully used to implement inflow
boundary conditions at the inlet, pressure boundary conditions at the outlet and
Navier-slip boundary conditions at the walls. The fully-developed velocity profiles
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and the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product were investigated
at various nondimensional slip length, Reynolds numbers, aspect ratios and hy-
drodynamic entrance lengths. The results are in line with the other results in the
literature. The value of the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product
was shown to depend on the Reynolds number and is a finite value at the en-
trance. The fully developed velocity profiles with a narrow duct are in agreement
with the analytical solution and depend on the Reynolds number, as indicated by
an increase in the Reynolds number leading to a reduction in the error between
the fully-developed velocity profiles of the LBM and the analytical solution.
The fully developed velocity profiles and the apparent friction factor and Reynolds
number product were checked with fixed length and compared with those ac-
quired using local slip length or moved length. They are close, except that with
the local slip length the value of the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number
product is slightly less than that obtained using fixed length at small Kn and small
hydrodynamic entrance lengths. Additionally, the errors between the fully devel-
oped velocity profiles of the LBM and the analytical solutions with high slip such
as Kn0 = 0.1 are smaller than those acquired using Knlocal . Finally, it is concluded




Universal conclusions and future work
10.1 The universal conclusions
An analysis of the LBM has been performed using various simulations to obtain a
numericals solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. In this thesis we determined
various topics: such as the theoretical background of the LBM, which was intro-
duced and demonstrated in chapter 1; how boundary conditions such as bounce
back (non-slip) and moment-based were imposed on the LBM; and practical ap-
plications using the LBM to simulate flow problems.
Microscopic, mesoscopic and the macroscopic descriptions were demonstrated
in chapter 1. Then, in chapter 2, the second order approximation of the Lattice
Boltzmann equation was derived by discretising the velocity distribution functions
and projecting the velocity distribution functions on a Hermite basis, then dis-
cretising time using the trapezoidal rule. Various lattices of LBM were repre-
sented in chapter 3 in both two and three dimensions, and the Chapman-Enskog
approach was used to derive the Navier-Stokes equations in both 2D and 3D. The
boundary conditions, explained in chapter 4, were used to apply the LBM to fluid
flow. We simulated a single flow in this chapter, namely Poiseuille flow, with var-
ious boundary conditions such as standard bounce back, modified bounce back,
halfway bounce back and moment-based. The results were good, and the errors
of first or second order accuracy depending on the boundary conditions.
Two simulations with different types of scaling (acoustic and diffusive) exe-
cuted for pulsatile flow in two and three dimensions, with moment-based bound-
ary condition to implement no-slip and Navier-slip boundary conditions, were pre-
sented in chapters 5 and 6. The results of these are in strong agreement with the
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results in the literature. The velocity profiles are in good agreement with the exact
solution at each Womersley number. The error is of first order for acoustic scaling
and no-slip boundary conditions in 2D, and of second order for diffusive scaling
with Navier-slip boundary conditions in both 2D and 3D.
In Chapter 7, a simulation of 3D laminar flow in a square duct, driven by body
force, was produced. Moment-based boundary conditions were used to imple-
ment Navier-slip boundary conditions. The results in the velocity profile are in
agreement with the analytical solution and the error is second order accurate.
Another simulation with acoustic scaling was presented in chapter 8 to exam-
ine the rarefaction and compressibility effect on laminar flow in the case of two
parallel plates and a 3D micro-duct. Moment-based boundary conditions were
used to implement pressure boundary conditions at both the inlet and outlet. The
results (velocity profiles, slip velocity profiles and pressure deviation) are again in
good agreement with the results in the literature. The norm error for the velocity
profiles is of first order and is approximated as first order for slip velocity. The final
simulation for the LBM with moment-based boundary conditions in three dimen-
sions was presented in chapter 9. This simulation was for fully developed laminar
flow in the entrance region of a channel. The results (fully developed velocity pro-
files and the apparent friction factor and Reynolds number product) were again
in line with the results in the literature. The apparent friction factor and Reynolds
number product were found to depend on the Reynolds number.
10.2 Future work
In future, we firstly wish to parallel the Lattice Boltzmann method with moment-
based boundary conditions in three directions: x-, y- and z-direction. We would
also like to use moment-based boundary conditions to implement no-slip and
Navier-slip conditions on the entrance region of pulsatile flow in two and three
dimensions. Thirdly, we wish is to use moment-based boundary conditions to
implement second order Navier-slip boundary conditions. In addition, we want to
develop moment-based boundary conditions to work on complex boundaries such
as curved pipes like blood vessels in two and three dimensions, and to parallelise
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the Lattice Boltzmann method with these curved boundaries. The final wish is
to apply our model, which consists of the LBM and moment-based boundary
conditions, on flow in a two and three-dimensional porous medium.
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Appendix A
Explanation of a form
A.1 Explain of the form Qαβγ
The formula for the third order moment with the body force is Qαβγ









and with pressure is
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